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Local DAV chapter
to present second
Vets Day program
There could be as many as
250,000 spectators show up Saturday on the Mall in Washington,
D.C. for the dedication of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. There
will be a parade down Constitution
Avenue bigger than the one for
John F. Kennedy's inauguration.
There is obviously much enthusiasum in the nation's capital
over this Veterans Day week, and
Murray once again plans to do its
part on Thursday as the town's
Disabled American Veterans,
Chapter 50, will present its second
annual program, "Another Day
To Remember."
Once again, the coordinator of
the event is Alex Pall, the D.A.V.
publicity chairman who will serve
as this year's master of
ceremonies. He organized a
memorable program last year
which featured local veterans and
servicemen and several
helicopters from a detachment at
nearby Fort Campbell. The services drew more than 500 spectators.
Pall is looking forward to a
similar turnout this year, and he
has stocked the program with
speakers and entertainment
which he hopes will draw a crowd.
He said Bob Wynn, president of
the Downtown Merchants, has
agreed to close all stores on the
court square from 10:30 to 11:30
a.m. and the city will block off all
roads in the area. The ceremony
will be conducted on the south side
of the Calloway County Courthouse.
Among those speaking will be
Lt. Col. John R. Rudd, a 1963
graduate of Murray State, who is
currently the division chemical officer at Fort Campbell.

Another career army officer
scheduled to speak is U. Col Darrell A. McFerron, the professor of
military science for MSU's ROTC
detachment.
State representative and former
commissioner of agriculture Tom
Harris a World War H veteran is
the keynote speaker for the program. He is currently the executive director of the Governor's
Council On Agriculture. Pall said
U. Gov. Martha Layne Collins
and U.S. Senator Walter Huddleston had agreed to participate
in the event, but had to cancel at
the last minute because of other
business. Bill Cherry of Murray,
the senator's field representative,
will be present for the proceedings.
Both local school systems will
provide their share of entertainment as the Murray High Band
and the Calloway County
Chamber Singers will each perform patriotic numbers.
The stage will be provided by
the MSU physical plant.
In addition to commemmorating Veterans Day, Pall said
the program also will recognize
National Disabled Veterans Week,
Nov. 6-13, and National Salute to
Vietnam Veterans Week, Nov. 1014. After the ceremony, he said
Unit 50 of the D.A.V. Womens
Auxiliary, coordinated by president Kathleen Smith, will serve
coffee and cookies in the
American Legion Hall.
Pall said he expects a large turnout. There is no admission
charge, and the D.A.V. is hoping
city and county veterans and
other residents will take part in
"Veterans Day: Another Day To
Remember."

SHARING INFORMATION AND IDEAS — Deltoids..from the
College of Education at Western Kentucky University and the College of Human Development and Learning at Murray State University met recently on the Murray State campus to explore ways in which
they might work more cooperatively together. Dr. J.T. Sandertur
and Dr. Moses S. Koch, deans at Western and Murray respectively.

fessional opportunities for students aid faculty. Maar rain is
scheduled at Western in December.

For 10 million workers

Social Security taxes to increase next year
By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — While a
blue ribbon panel considers ways
to hike Social Security taxes or
reduce benefits to bail out the
troubled system, nearly 10 million
American workers and their
employers already are getting
word that they will have to pay
$3.6 billion more in Social Security
payments next)year.
The Social Security Administration announced Monday that
under an automatic adjustment
mechanism, the ceiling on wages
taxed by Social Security will be
lifted from $32,400 to $35,700 on

Countdown back on schedule
By HOWARD BENEDICT
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.( AP)
— NASA compromised its flight
rules today and put the countdown
back on schedule for a Thursday
morning launch of four crewmen
on the space shuttle's first commercial flight.
The crew, largest ever to be
launched in one spacecraft, arrived here from the Manned Space
Center in Houston in twin two
person jets.
Officials who met today to
decide whether the launch would
have to be delayed decided to ignore a slight leak from a faulty
helium regulator.
Countdown director Stanley
Gross said the helium continued to
creep from the regulator, but added, "We are compromising by
saying the leak rate is acceptable
for flight."
Mission rules said that the shuttle would not be launched with a
faulty backup system such as the
helium regulator. But Gross said
an overnight test showed the unit
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That means the 9.8 million
workers expected to earn more
than 632,400 in 1963 will face a
payroll tax hike of up to $221.10.
The maximum tax will be
$2,391.90.
The change was based on the increase in the national wage level,
as reflected in workers' W-2 forms
not to the Interns! Revenue Service.The evetage wage rose from
$12,513 In 1900 to $13,773 last year.
Congress in 1972 provided for
the automatic increases in the
amount subject to Social Security
tax at the same time that it linked
benefits to the Consumer Price Index.
The agency also announced that
beneficiaries aged 65 to 69 will be
able to earn $6,600 in 1963 without

losing benefits, up from 96,000 this
year. Those under 65 will be able
to earn $4,920 without penalty, up
from $4,440, and those 70 or older
will be able to earn any amount
without losing benefits starting
with the month they turn 70. Currently those 72 or older are not
penalized for earnings.
Meanwhile, the National Commission on Social Security Reform
released a laundry UM of reform
ideas, including a later retirment
age, a variety of ways to tax
Social Security benefits, changes
in the cost-of-living formula and
higher levies on whiskey and
gasoline.
Those were among V options
laid out in a background book
prepared by the staff of the 15member panel, which begins a

Officials rule homicide
in deaths of two women
would work under normal and
stiffer-than-normal conditions.
His concern turned to weather.
"Today, if it had been launch
day, there would have been no
launch because of cloud cover,"
said Gross. He said officials expected adequate conditions at
launch time, 7:19 am EST Thursday.
The leak was detected Sunday in
a backup helium regulator in the
system of 44 small jets used to
steer Columbia in orbit. The faulty
unit initially was deactivated and
its function assigned to another
system. Helium is used to
pressurize fuel lines.

PERFORMANCES SCHF.DULED — David Eberle confronts Linda Begley, both of Murray, as Billy Ridieson, Owensboro, attempts
an escape. The action occurs durhig Caterpillars,a new play by Benjambn Bradford, which will have its world premiere at the Robert E.

Troubleshooting the problem
delayed the countdown seven
hours, but crews gradually made
up the lost time and were right on
schedule today.
If officials decided to replace
the leaky unit, the flight might
have to be delayed several weeks
because of the need to return the
spaceship to its hangar for repair
work.'
Backing its confidence, NASA
directed the four astronauts who
will man Columbia's first
satellite-hauling trip to fly here today from their training base at the
Johnson Space Center in Houston.

The deaths of two Marshall
County women, discovered at approximately 4:34 a.m. Monday in
the scorched ruins of their home
some three miles south of Benton
on the Olive-Hamlin Road, has
been ruled a double homicide, according to Marshall County
Sheriff Brian Roy and Kentucky
State Police.
According to a statement
released this morning by Kentucky State Police Informational
Officer Richard Wright, Roy and
KSP Detective Gene Spillman
noted that following an examination of the bodies it was revealed
both Effie York, 74, and her 23year-old daughter, Audrey Bray
had been shot prior to the house
fire. Autopsies were performed on
the bodies Monday in Paducah.
According to Roy, the victims
were shot once in the head with a

Johnson Theatre on Thursday, Friday end Saturday of this week.
Tickets may be rewired by calling 71134714. Caterpillars is being
produced by the MS1./ Theatre.

small caliber weapon.
Although no charges have been
filed at this time, authorities are
searching for Steven Bray, 37,
Hardin, estranged husband of the
youngest victim, officials said.
Currently wanted for questiow
ins in connection with killings,
Bray is described as being approximately 5'6"-5'7" with an extremely slim build. He is further
described as having light brown
receeding hair and a moustache.
Bray was last seen Sunday. He
is believed to be driving a black,
19611 Chevrolet pickup with a black
and white topper bearing Kentucky license plate number AS4985.
Joint funeral services will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton. Terry Walter will
officiate.
Burial for both Mrs. York and
Mrs. Bray will be in the Marshall
County Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today ( Tuesday).
Mrs. York, 74, the widow of
Tommy York, was a member of
Fairdealing Church of Christ.
She is survived by five
daughters, Mrs. Shelia Farmer,
Murray, Mrs. Dorothy Ham,Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. Ernestine Gains,
Bay Minette, Ala., Mrs. Linda
Humphrey, Dyersburg, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Mary Hall, Gilbertsville; three sons, Marvin,
Monroe and Jerry York, all of Rt.
4, Benton.
Mrs. York also is survived by
two sisters, Mrs. Gradie Baniss,
Litchfield, Ill., and Mrs. Arlene
Moore, East Alton, Ill.; half
sister, Mrs. Lois Watkins, East
Alton, Ill.; two brothers, Claudie
Fulks, Godfrey, Ill., and Ira J.
Fulks, Marion; 25 grandchildren;
12 great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Bray, 26, was employed as
a cook at Country Crossroads
Restaurant, Hardin.She is survived by her five sisters and three
brothers.

three-day meeting Thursday to
hammer out its recommendations
There were no proposals for
making Social Security voluntary
or getting rid of its so-called
"welfare" aspects, such as
spouses' benefits or extra benefits
for low-income workers
The list suggests ways to
revamp the system. providing
estimates of savings and how
much each idea could contribute
to eradicating Social Security's
deficits during the 1900e and over
the next 75 years
Social Security's old age fund,
which had to borrow for the first
time In history last month to cower
the November checks, faces shortages of 8100 billion to $200 billion
during the rest of the 19110,
The Medicare trust fund, now
healthy, is expected to hit bottom
sometime between 19611 and 19116
A separate blue-ribbon panel was
sworn in Monday to address its
problems
The paper estimated that the
system over the next seven years
could save.
• $110 billion and reduce nearly 30 percent of its long-term
deficit by forcing all government
and non-private employees into
the system in 1164

partly sunny
Today partly sunny and
warm. Highs in the low 70e
Southeast winds 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight fair and mild. Lows in
the mid 40.. lIght winds
Wednesday mostly sunny and
continued warm. Highs in the
low to middle 70s. Southwest
winds around lOmph.
Thursday through Saturday
Dry and warm Thursday with
high in the upper 80. to mid 70,
and low in the mid 40s to mid
50.. Turning cooler with chance
of showers Friday and Saturday, high in the mid 50s to low
gis and low in the upper 30, to
mid 40s.
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s'Sweeping'the town
Partners provide new look to age-old business

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FLUE FIRES — If you suspect your
chimney needs cleaning, Murray's professionals are Floyd
Lessmann (left) and John Gorham, partners in the "Chin) Chim"
Chimney Sweep company.
Staff photo by Jam Salerno

By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
In the last two centuries, our nation has
gone through industrial and technological
revolutions and today there is a modern, advanced way to do anything. Well, almost
anything. Just like the saying, there's just
"one way to skin a cat," there is also just one
way to clean a chimney — hire a chimney
sweep.
The only such business in Murray is the
"Chim Chim" Chimney Sweeps company run
by Floyd Lessmann and John Gorham, two
Murray State University students who have
turned a unique business opportunity into a
needed business which helps home owners
prevent flue fires and increase heating efficiency.
About a year ago, tk 4wo students . —
neighbors and members of the MSU Veterans
Club — started studying the chimney sweep
occupation after Lessmann did a feasability
study for a business class.
Lessmann, called "Lucky" by his friends,
said Lou Flute, associate director of the
Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce,
saw the study and said a chimney sweep
business could do well in this area.
She was right, as Gorham, a Detroit native,

said the volume of chimney cleaning jobs
"busted loose in September. Ever sincethe
first cold day the phone has been ringing off
the hook."
To gain necessary experience and
knowledge about the age-old profession, the
two friends studied books and worked on
chimneys of people they knew. Dressed in the
top hat and tails garb of their predecessors,
the two go about their work with both the look
and the expertise of professionals.
Homeowners with chimneys for a
woodstove, fireplace insert or open fireplace
should take several precautions, according to
Gorham, who said the key fire Preveat40
measure is to check the chimney once a year.
While wood stoves and inserts may be more
energy efficient, Gorbtuis *if there is a
tendency for creollite
-4-iiiiirvidlisfitithatillike
— to build up on the walls of the chimney
because of the slower burning rate. Burning
green wood in either a stove or open fireplace
can also cause this result.
If the tar builds up,• both sweeps said there
is little they can do, except clean the soot and
ash out as best they can. The key, they said, is
to prevent the buildup by getting the soot
swept out each time it passes a critical point
of one-quarter inch thickness.

Gorham also cautioned those who try to
burn off creosote with an extremely hot fire.
He said this could either cause a fire or actual
damage to the chimney construction.
The two said they would be glad to inspect
anyone's chimney free of charge. If the
chimney needs to be cleaned, the two use the
long, extension metal brushes and other tools
of the trade, the main one being a 32-gallon
heavy-duty vacuum cleaner. The two said this
is the major difference between past and
modern chimney sweeps, adding that the inside of your house will be just as clean or
cet.a *40,1 Wel started,
•
As a result of their expertise, the Chirn
Chim sweepers have done more than 150
chimneva, axle...ire recommended by several
businetses in town,Suctins Ozark Log Homes.
And they emphasized that if they come out to
clean your chimney and it doesn't really need
It, they make no charge for the visit. They
also hand out literature on proper care of your
stove,fireplace and chimney.
For information on how you can increase
the efficiency of your heating system and protect your home against fire, call John Gorham
at 762-4792 or Floyd Lessmann,435-4348.

Actions result in stronger U.S. dollar Heart unit established for community
By The Associated Press
A decision by the Federal
Reserve Board not to cut a key
lending rate has been credited for

Fire destroys born
/
2 acres of dark
A barn and 21
fired tobacco were destroyed by
fire Monday afternoon, according
to Paul Lyles of the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad.
The structure, owned by Clint
Greer and located on Spring Creek
Road off the Penny Highway
(783), was engulfed with flames
when squad members arrived at
the scene. The tobacco was being
fired at the time.
Later Monday afternoon, fire
did minor damage to a combine
owned by Frank Albert Overbey
north of Ahno Heights.
No injuries were reported in
either incident.

the growing strength of the U.S.
dollar abroad, while at the same
time forcing stock prices into a
broad retreat at home.
American consumers, meanwhile, are giving mixed signals
about their hopes for economic
recovery.
A survey released Monday
showed their confidence in the
economy fell in October, but the
government said they took on $1.1
billion more installment debt than
they paid off a month earlier — a
sign they might be gaining confidence and be willing to spend
more.
In foreign exchange trading
Monday in Europe, the dollar
reached new peaks in relation to
the French franc and Italian lira
and also hit a record high against
the Norwegian krone while
reaching six-year highs against
the West German mark and
Britisbpound. The &tiler also rose

against most curreocIe In U.s.
,
activity.
European dealers attributed the
dollar's gains to the absence of a
widely expected cut in the Federal
Reserve Board's 9.5 percent discount rate, the interest on Fed
loans to banking institutions, and
on other indications that interest
rates might not continue falling.
Although U.S. interest rates
have tumbled sharply since June,
they remain high in relation to inflation and when compared with
interest rates in other countries
with stable currencies. That has
made dollar-denominated investments attractive.
Stocks lost some of their recent
glitter, however, and the Dow
Jones average of 30 industrials
slipped 14.34 points Monday to
1,037.44. Volume on the New York
Stock Exchange slowed to 75.24
million shares from 98.65 nsilkon
shares tradeatF:riclay,
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The Murray-Calloway Heart
Association recently established a
Heart Unit for Murray and
Calloway County.
Although Calloway County has
had an active Heart Association
for many years, the population of
over 30,000 entitled it to form a
more formal unit.
The functions of a Heart Unit
are to provide year-round programs of public and professional
education for the people of this
county. In addition, the unit will
conduct fund-raising activities
which provide financial support
for the local and national programs of the American Heart
Association.
An organization meeting was on
Oct. 21 at the People's Bank Corn-

munity Room. The program was
conducted by Charles M. Ross,
Western Kentucky representative
for the American Heart Association.
Officers and committee
members selected'are: president,
Irma LaFollette; vice-president,
William M. Boyd; secretary, Anna Stahler; treasurer, Anne Barrows; Rural Calloway County
Chairman, T.C. Hargrove; press,
Carla Rexroat; programs, Nadine
Turner and Daphene Mowery;
nominating commitee, E.L.
Howe, Sr. and Marelle Farless;
fund raising, Madge Woodard,
Guy Billington, Ivan Schwarm
and Edith Noffsinger.
Community support for this unit
is vital. Those individuals in Mur-

Several local arrests reported
Jimmy Crittenden, 29, Route
Farmington, was charged Monday with first-degree assault in
connection with the stabbing of a
Calloway County man, according
to a spokesman for the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department.
Nicky Morris, was stabbed Sunday evening in the Lynn Grove
area, the spokesman added
Crittenden is currently lodged in
the Calloway County Jail on
$25,000 bond.
Morris was reported in satisfactory condition in the Intensive
Care Unit of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital this morning.

Tn an unrelated incident, Barbara Crittenden, 1100 Main, Murray, was charged Monday with
theft by creating a false impression, the spokesman added. She
was lodged in the Calloway County Jail.
No bond has been set at this
time for the woman,it was pointed
out.
Jeffrey Baker, 3510 Yorkshire,
Shrewsbury, Md., has been charged with first-degree wanton endangerment in connection with endangering the welfare of a minor.
Baker is presently lodged in the
Calloway County Jail on $5,000
bond.

ray and Calloway County who are
interested in joining a mended
hearts group should contact
William M.Boyd.
Anyone interested in the
American Heart Association is invited to attend the next meeting of
the Heart Unit on Jan. 13, at 4 p.m.
in the People's Bank Community
Room, Chestnut Street.

Meeting slated
Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association will have its
49th annual stockholders meeting
at Calloway County High School,
Monday, Nov. 15, at 7 p.m., according to Charles Magness,
association president. PCA
members from both Calloway and
Marshall Counties will meet in the
cafeteria at Calloway High.
Directors from Calloway, Marshall and Carlisle Counties will be
elected this year.
Nominees to represent the Murray office as director are Bill Ed
Hendon, Calloway County, and
Eric Howell, Marshall County.
A member for the 1983
Nominating Committee representing the Murray Office will be
elected from two nominees; Bobby C. Stubblefield from Calloway
County and Kenneth Harris from
Marshall County.
A meal will be served and cash
door prizes will be awarded
following the business meeting.
All PCA members are urged to
attend, Magness said.
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gorrott's galley

MHS praised for
successful year
We offer our congratulations to Coach Tim
English and the Murray High football team for winning the district title tights to enter the state playoffs in Tompkinsville this week.
Coach English and his dedicated staff have worked endless hours to accomplish the Class A distinction for the school. It was no easy task.
He is coach of the year in the Class A West Kentucky Conference. We admire his coaching ability.
He is a good speaker for his team and the school.
His program has begun to jell after only one year.
The future looks good with the organized grade
school program and the best middle school team in
recent history.
We credit his leadership and real attention to
pride which has to rub off on the players and the student body at M.H.S.
His fierce adherence to the values of life and his
tough decisions when team rules were broken have
gained him respect in the community.
We wish the Tigers a win and are proud of goals
that have been accomplished by Coach English's
program.

ACORN critiqued
The attempt by ACORN - the Association of
Community Organizatons for Reform - to draw a
parallel between the Great Depression and today's
economic conditions by setting up "Reagan ranches" is an interesing sideshow but most
Americans recognize the comparison as farfetched.
In 1929 there was virtually no welfare and the people in the Hoovervilles genuinely had little or no
help from anyone, including the government. But
today the government is sending social welfare,
unemployment, health, education and other benefit
checks to more than 60 million people. More than
half the federal budget of about 9750 billion is paid
out in checks to individuals for various kinds of
benefits.
Poor people may be occupying the tent camps
which are said to have been set up in 30 cities, but
obviously some people with money are footing the
bill for the national propaganda campaign.
The thrust of the ACORN campaign is to increase
the vast flow of welfare and other forms of aid, and
in the process add to the already staggering federal
deficits.
This approach Won't help get the jobs that ACOAN says it wants poor people to have. It would
help reignite inflatibh Which nnet'has cooled to OnlY
slightly more than 4 percent for the first nine months of this year.

by vit.c. goevott

There's nothing like a good joke
between friends, even at a wedding
Gene Landon and Dick (Digger)
Orr are great friends. They play golf
often together during the summer,
and the dialogue exchanged between
them would do credit to Bob Hope's
notebook.
Both also are experienced practical jokers with first one and then
the other bearing the brunt of some
prank the other would dream up.
The latest I've heard them talk
about could well be what you might
term "a sidelight" of the Nancy
Jones-Tom Keuler wedding this past
Saturday night at the First United
Methodist Church - a beautiful
ceremony.
Gene and his wife, Lochie, had
been ushered in and seated - with
Gene in the aisle - when he noticed a
familiar bald spot among the heads
of the guests seated further on down
toward the front of the church.
It was that of his old golfing buddy,
Dick, seated with his wife, thus, Vernon and Annie Nance and Annie's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hollins Jones,
who live out south of Lynn Grove.
Dick is one of Mrs. Jones'cousins.
As one of the tuxedoed young
ushers passed him going back up the
aisle after seating some guests, Gene
got his attention, and, pointing
discreetly toward Dick, said, "See
that bald-headed man down there?
Will you go tell him that he has left
his car lights on."
Nodding, the young man turned
and headed down the aisle. Not exactly sure to which "bald-headed
man" he was to give the message, he
simply leaned over and whispered,
"A gentleman back there said to tell
the bald-headed man down here that
he had left his car lights on."
Mr. Jones looked at Annie and Vernon and shook his head. It couldn't be
his' car. He. wasn't driving, having
riden to the church with *lin,"I

thought I tiwned my lights off," Vernes whispered to Annie, getting up
from his seat,"but maybe I didn't."
As be warted his way out of the
pew, Dick, with the same thought,
also got up and followed him out of
the church.
Of course, neither of them found
the lights burning on their cars. It
was almost time for the wedding
march. Ann Doran had already sung
one of her solos, and was about to
sing the second one when Vet-non and
Dick came back down the aisle to
their seats.
As he passed the pew where Gene
was seated, Dick looked down to see
a mischievous grin on the face of his
old friend. As Dick passed him, Gene
whispered,"Did you turn those lights
off?"
To which Dick could only mutter,
"Why, you (censored)! I might have
known!"
•

•

•

Early one morning last week, I
woke up, as I seem to be doing more
and more now that I am a full-fledged
senior citizen and with some five
hours of sound sleep behind me,
about 3:30 a.m.
Rather than simply get up and
roam around the house at that ungodly hour, I haves radio,equipped with
earphones, beside the bed. It stays
tuned all the time to the same station
- WBBM, an all-news station 24
hours a day in Chicago.
When! wake up like that, I just
snake an arm out from beneath the
covers, grope around until I locate
the earphones, flip on the radio and
with the earphones on my head get a
pretty good early - morning briefing
on what has been going on in the
world as well as being exposed to a
variety of opinions on a lot of different subjects.
That pretty snitch wps the situation
that morning last week, and I tuned

in right as they were reporting the
latest developments in the investigation of the Tyienol deaths in Chicago
Then I was jarred fully awake when I
heard soniethhig rnentlaked about
"Murray. Kentucky."
You know the story, how they
wanted to question a young fellow by
the name of Kevin Mailmen in the
case and how they thought he WM
somewhere in the Kum, 111,11
visiting friends. The audterilise rosily wanted to talk with him, bet they
coukket find him.
Them, as I lmied closely. I heard
the Clews°aimencer say, We take
you new to Murray,Kentucky. where
Greg Delaney has an on-the-scene
report." For the nest few minutes.
there I lay in my bed here in Murray
and listened as my good friend out at
one of our own radio stations, WSJP.
calmly gave an account over the
Chicago station of the search being
made here for Masterson, whom, of
course, they never found.
Greg told me later that he filed that
report with the Associated Press
radio in New York, from which it
went all over the country. Jerry Key,
who makes frequent trips to Chicago
In the used car business, also said our
police chief, Jerry Lee, and the city
hall were on Chicago TV several
times. We're getting there! At the
rate we're going, it won't be long
before "Murray, Ky.," will be
household words across the country,
with the help of the Turner network
in football and with this Tylenol investigation.
• • •
I learned from the paper the other
day that my Mends on South Ilth
Street, Hollon and Haughtie Ryan,
had recently observed their 50th wedding anniversary. 'That's great'
These are two good people.
Mr. Ryan is my "sausage man."
He keeps me in good, fresh, country

today in history
Today is Tuesday, Nov 0, the 313th
day of 1962. There are 52 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history
Cin Nov. 9, 1937, Japanese troops
took Shanghai, China
On this date
In 1962, the United States completed its emergency airlift of arms
and ammunition to India in that
country's border war with China.
In 1963, a coal mine explosion in
Umuta, Japan, killed 432 rnintn-s and
injured 430 others.
In 1971, Mainland Chinese
representatives took part in their
first conference as Peking's full
delegation headed for New York

Pelicans injured
It is impossible to imagine just what kind of
demented individual would hack off the upper beak
of brown pelicans, but such mutilations have been
occurring in Southern California. Earlier reports
indicated that there were more than a dozen crippled birds. Six have been placed in the care of
veterinarians so they can be hand-fed - with missing beaks they cannot feed themselves- and later
at least some of them will be fitted with artificial
beaks. One was destroyed due to the severity of its
injuries, and others no doubt died of starvation.
The brown pelican is an endangered species and,
as such, is monitored and its nesting grounds protected so that its numbers do not dwindle into extinction. This endangered status make the pelicans'
maiming, and in some cases death, particularly
alarming.
It is hoped the sizable rewards offered for information leading to the conviction of those responsible will maintain interest until the perpetrators
are brought to justice. Yet even if they are, it will
remain impossible to understand what it takes to in'lict such gratuitous cruelty on defenseless birds.

Thoughts in season
By Kan Wolf
The next time one of your brilliant,
If unorthodox, ideas is rejected by
your boss, spouse, or Winker, you
might console yourself with these
thoughts from the English political
philosopher John Stuart Mill, written
in 1659:
Originality is the one thing
which unoriginal minds cannot
feel the use of. They cannot see
what it ls to do for them how
should they? If they could see
what it would do for them, it
would not be originality .

Loans questioned
Ordinary folks pay litle attention to, much less
understand, what goes on in the corridors of high
finance. But the dismal performance over the last
10 years of Western bankers who have lent tens of
billions of dollars to poor countries, some of whom
now are on the verge of default, has produced at last
a response couched in.terms the average person
understands. The latest Wall Street witticism goes
like this: The good news is that Chase Manhattan is
to merge with the Polish National Bank. The bad
news is that Chase is going to run it.
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memo every year wham his son-an
Lew kills hogs
Mr and Mrs Ryan met at a
church - as did many of the young
medals of their day
isicated at the
time is the grove M trees on the northwest corner of the present Murray
State campus about where the old
"Swann Dorm" building is today
They were married by K
Gregory, who was an eider in the
Baptist church His sister. Ribs. and
J C. Paschall, whom she married
about a year later, "Mood up" with
them The Paschall* now live in
Michigan
Mn. Byars grew up an a farm in
the Lynn Grove area, the daughter of
Hardin and Georgia Cheater Mr
Byars, whose parents were Bennie
and Gleaner Byars, lived on a farm
on the state line reed west of Hazel
near Crossland
They were married an a Saturday
and irnendiately went to live on what
was known as the Cosby farm" on
the Mate line road Two cloys later. a
Monday. they both worked in the
fields all day.cutting sorghum
Mr and Mrs Byars lived there on
the farm for alrnost nine years before
going to Michigan in 1041 There he
worked 30 years for the Excellor Corporation. which, basically, manufactures cartons for milk When he
retired, they returaed to Murray and
bought their home at 513 S Iii St.
They have one daughter, Ava
( Mrs. Jack) Watkins. and three
grandsons - Mark, 11, Ben, I. and
Steven, 6. Ave works in the Printing
Department at Murray State, where
she Is a skilled operator of electronic
type-eettlrig equipment
Jack is principal of a special
education school in Henry County,
Tenn., and farms some 33 acres,
located within three miles of the old
home place of his wife's father
Congratulations to these good people on this long life together'

looking back
Ten years ago
Vickie Shell, teacher-coordinator
of Murray Vocational School and
president of Kentucky Association of
Distributive Education Teachers, attended United States Central Region
Conference of DECA Nov. 3-5 in
Louisville.
Installed as officers of Calloway
County Homemakers Club at annual
day meeting at Lake Etarkley Lodge
were Mrs. Alfred Taylor, Mrs. N.P.
Cavitt and Mrs. Gary Key.
Wallace Lassiter, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., was top corn producer in 1972
Henry County Fair Corn Production
Contest.
Bobby Fike and Candace Ramsey
were crowned as king end queen of
Fall Festival at Almo School.
Dr. James Byrn spoke about "Vision and Highway Safety" at meeting
of Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club.
Twenty years ago
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board discussed plans for a hanger
at the local airport at meeting on
Nov. 7 at Triangle Inn with Buford
Hurt,chairman, presiding.
Deaths reported include Eugene D.
(Jake)Shipley,64.

Twenty-five floats and several
bands will be included in the 30th
Homecoming parade of Murray State
College on Nov. 10. Elizabeth
Mt. Carmel, Ill., is football queen.
Her attendants are Marcia
Chumbler, Mayfield, and Henrietta
Davis,Grayville,
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Billington, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William Beane,a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Starks, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Max Smotherman, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Wilson and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Story.
Elected as officers of Carter 4-H
Club were Jennifer Potts, Cindy
Futrell, Debbie Steele, Ernie
Williams, Amy Wilson and Deena
Edmonds. Leader is Joan Edmonds.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County men inducted into
the Army on Nov. 5 were Randall
Wally Raspberry, William Lee
Scarberry, James William Kelly,
Garvin Phillips, Rollie Ray Starks,
Robert Dean Morgan, Earl H.
Adams, Burton Wayne Holsapple,
Dan Virgil Wade and Ervin Dean
Springer.
Bobby Esker, Harold Lassiter,

Grover Page and Jack Jones, all of
Murray, are members of the Debate
Teams at Murray State College, according to Prof. J. Albert Tracy,
coach.
Students in all city and county
schools are being checked in the Dental Program, sponsored by Calloway
County Health Department, according to Dr. J.A. OutjeWbeakh
officer.
In high school basketball games,
Lynn Grove beat lUrksey with high
team scorers being Kemp for Lynn
Grove and Salter for Kirkaey.
Murray High School Tigers beat
Butler of Princeton 14 to 12 in football
game at Holland Stadium, Murray
Write a Letter . Letters to the
editor are welecened and entouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone =Tiber must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1010, Murray, Ky.
42071.

To order a copy of all Thoughts in
Season published over the past three
years - in paperback - call Alida
Graves at 750-4101 or Susan Hart at
753-3474
Proceeds from the sale of this book
will support the Murray-C,aIloway
County Comprehensive Care Center
and Murray-Citloway County
Nmerlitait Association.
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Robertson PTO will meet

Robertson Center (Murray Elementary School)
Parent-Teacher Organization invites all parents to
an open house at the center on Thursday, Nov. 11,at
6 p.m. Parents and teachers will assemble in the
multi-purpose room of Robertson for a abort PTO
business meeting before visiting the rooms.
All classrooms, the media center, the library, and
art and music rooms will be open, and children's
work will be on display. Teachers will be present to
answer questions and to talk informally with
parents. Students may wish to accotany their
parents for this special evening.

Widows to be honored

Unit study made
SELF-AWARENESS UNIT - Second graders at Robertson Center recently
concluded a unit on self-awareness. As a culmination activity, with the help of
Betty Scott, art teacher, the children designed a personalized T-shirt with their
self-portrait. A special "Me. I Can Be" parade was featured. In top left photo are
classes of Carolyn Colson and Cindy Cohoon. In top right photo are clams of
Jane Taylor and Lashlee Foster. Pictured in side photo are students,from left,
top, Damon Cohoon, John Galloway, Mike Robinson and V.J. Cohoon, bottom,
Kim Scott and Meg Hayes.

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons
will have a supper to honor Masonic widows on
Saturday, Nov. 13, at 6:30 p.m. at the lodge hall,
Highway 121 North at Johnny Robertson Road.
Members are asked to bring a covered dish or
dessert for the meal. All Masonic widows are invited whether associated with the Murray Lodge or
not, according to Roy Harmon, master of the lodge.

Koppos to meet tonight
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will
meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at the club house.
Project plans will be discussed. Hostesses will be
Alice Rouse, Sandy Stubbs, Gail Vinson and Janet
Ward.

Benefit supper Saturday
A benefit chili supper for James Higgins who was
injured in a hunting accident will be Saturday, Nov.
13, from 4 to 7 p.m. at the Twin Lakes Coon Club,
located east of Hardin off Highway 80. The cost will
be $3 per person for chili, drink and dessert.
Later a coon hunt will be conducted by the club
with proceeds also going to help defray hospital expenses of Higgins.

Newborn admissions and dismissals are listed by the local hospital
Census at Murray- Rt. 1, Hardin; David A.
Calloway County Bryan, Rt. 1, Benton;
John Cannon, 1110
Hospital for Wednesday,
Nov. 3, was 144 adults and Sycamore St.; Patty
nine in nursery.
`Carytwright, Rt. 3,
Newborn admissions Mayfield; Jerry Chapwere Jean Lawson and man, Rt. 1, Dexter; Lucy
baby boy, Rt. 1, B. Finney, New Concord;
Mayfield; Nita White and Paul W. Garland, Rt. 5;
baby girl, Rt. 2, Hazel; David Lessman, Rt. 7;
Michelle L. Irvin,
Karen Coles and baby
Mayfield; Debbie Kenboy,E-25 Fox Meadows.
Dismissals were as nemore and baby girl, Rt.
follows:
8, Mayfield; Betty McFloyd Alexander, 602 Crady, 1304 Walnut, BenDepot, Paris, Tenn.; Ron- ton; Jeffrey L. Mohler,
da Barger, Rt. 8; Lee Roy Rt. 1, Almo; Dylan Snow,
Barnett, 1314 Vine St.; Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.;
Teresa Barron, 1501 Leona Bailey, Clinton;
Elva J. Coleman, 811
Valley Wood, Paris,
Tenn.; Bradley Bedwell, South Fourth St.; Relma

10 in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were Margaret Westerman and baby boy, Rt. 1,
Stewart, Tenn., and Debbie Youngblood and baby
girl, Rt. 3, Benton.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Adriene S. Welker, New
Concord; Janet L Donnelly and baby boy, Rt. 4,
Paris, Tenn.; Ellen
James, 505 Vine St.;
George Turner, Rt. 1,
Hardin; Etna S. Story,
Rt. 2, Hazel; Donald
Greer,Rt. 1, Almo;
Don E. Paschall, Rt. 1;
Kenneth Darnell, Rt. 7;
Richard Wilson, Rt. 7;

Hospital for Friday, Nov.
5, was 148 adults and
eight in nursery.
A newborn admission
was Mary K. Weeks and
baby girl, Box 2485,
University Station.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Ethel M. Hendrickson,
Rt. 9, Benton; Colleen E.
Petty, 400 Harris Rd.,
South Fulton, Tenn.;
2B
/
Shirley Ann Scott, 5041
South Sixth St.; Diedre R.
Rogers, Rt. 7; Willie Lee
Foster, 411 Notth Second
Census at MurraySt.; Gary D. Wortham,
Calloway County
Census at Murray- Fit 1; Charles Mark DunHospital for Thursday,
Calloway
County can,Rt. 1, Farmington;
Nov. 4, was 150 adults and
Brook E. Minner, 313
North Sixth St.; Sharon
Lee Bybee apCbabY
tI '
0,,
Rt. 8; tna Ille Flood
Wol Mott Sells for less•Wol Mort Sells for Less•Wol-Mart Salts for loss • Wol-Mort Sells for less• Wol Mort Sells f
Rt. - 2,
and baby
Puryear, Tenn.; Treys
Johnson, 2007
Gatesborough; Mary
641 North Central Center
Pearl Dick,300 South 15th
759-9995
SR; Mack H. Sutton, 602
South 15th St.;
Mon-Sat, 9-9 Sun Noon-6
Cardelle V. Waldrop,
1700 College Farm Rd.;
Olin E. Turner, Rt. 6,
Cadiz; Henry B. Turner,
B5 Fox Meadow Trailer
Ct.; Charlotte Lovell, Rt.
8; Josephine Johnston,
1707 Audubon Dr.; J.I.
Patton, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Irene F. Little (expired)
Rt. 1, Hardin.
DIVORCE
After 21 attempts in 92
years, the Italian government legalized divorce in
1970.
Copeland, Rt. 1, Almo;
Joel Porter Ellis, 204 Colvington, South Fulton,
Tenn.; Henry Garner, Rt.
7; Eliabeth Ham, Rt. 3,
Benton; Lassiter Hill, Rt.
2, Hazel;
Bessie Lamb,213 North
15th St., Mayfield; Helen
Moore, Rt. 1, Almo;
Helen Nance, Rt. 6; Lucy
W. Nanney, Rt. 1, Almo;
Fonza Orr, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn.; Elvin
Pickard, Rt. 1, Benton.

Faye Boggess, Rt. 1;
Geraldine Crowell, 118B
Walnut, Benton; Fray
Wilson, 310 North Fifth
St.; Mary B. Jones, 1204
Olive St.;
Auberna Halstead, Rt.
2; Irene Collie, D7 Embassy; Estelle Jackson,
Rt. 1, Dresden, Tenn.;
011ie J. Hughes, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; Alton
Hagler, 215 Warren,
Paris, Tenn.; Elsie
Kivett, 1003 Poplar St.;
Vander Green, Rt. 4,
Paris, Tenn.

Club to charter bus
Murray High Athletic Booster Club has chartered
a bus for fans to the Murray-Tompkinsville football
game on Friday at Tompkinsville. The bus fare will
be $15 per person. Persons interested in traveling
by the chartered bus sbould call the high school,
753-5202.

Church plans events
Activities at First Presbyterian Church will include Choir practice and Youth group meeting at
6:30 p.m. and Session at 7:30 p.m., all on Wednesday,and Bazaar workshop at 7 p.m. on Thursday.

Club to meet Thursday
Welcome Wagon Club will meet Thursday, Nov.
11, at 7 p.m. at Commerce Centre, Highway 641
North. New officers will be installed and plans for
party will be discussed, a club
the
spokesman said.

Patients dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from area
hospitals include Trois Perry of Murray from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah; Delores Erwin of
Hazel and John Lee of Murray from Community
Hospital, Mayfield; and Scott Taylor from Henry
County General Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
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Little Sister plans were
made. Also a MotherDaughter Tea to be in
November was scheduled.
Denise Eversmeyer
and Vonnie Hays were cochairmen for the event.
Present were Sheri
Swift, Samantha Wilder,
Lisa Wilson, Patty Kelly,
Amy Roos, Gaye Smith,
Melanie Roos, Tracey
Borge, Tina Cooper, Jill
Johnson, Shelly Howell,
Lindy Knight, Holly
Knight, Kimberly Oles,
Angie Hamilton, Laurie
Lovett, Kelli Crawford,
Melanie McClain, Gina
McCallum, Ginger
Christmas Frain
Graham, Felesia Monkit Wait The lsts!
FRAMERS GALLERY 0 tgomery, Alison Sears,
753-0077
Kelly Chilcutt, and Mrs.
The Village
A.B. Crass,sponsor.

NOW

Free ear piercing available at your
Wal-Mart Jewelry Department ...
EVERYDAY!

411

Murray High School
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America
had a Halloween party
and hot dog roast on
Tuesday, Oct. 26, at 6
p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Park.
This was a new type of
activity for the group, but
by participation and each
girl doing her part, the
party was a success, a
chapter spokesman said.
Halloween treats were
distributed. Big Sister-
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CHERI

It's fashionable, quick
and pain free! Have
your ears pierced free
with the purchase of
one pair of earrings for
only 5.87.

7 15.0 10

The night
no one
comes home

404;t44,
'

ItlM'tLiII
SEASON OF
THE WITCH

A trained professional
will pierce your ears
and insert a pair of
4MM earrings (24kt.
gold plate over surgical
steel)
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(Anyone under 18 must be
accompanied by a parent or
guardian)

A WalhIng W•apon
that Nerve Mn.,'
IMPOINOCre
11111.1411WIIRS

Your friend & neighbor in
the jewelry business

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill
You see. these carriers are Independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 100,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month They depend on you to write their pet/
checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier
So ..paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections
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By Rainey Apperson

Last wider one of my "Rainey's
Days" was spent with Wayne L
Bates, the potter who has Blood
River Studio in Panorama Shores.
Recently Kathy Cohen, a friend of
Wayne and Kay's, gave me an update on Wayne's work.
His work has been featured in
two national magazines recently.
One of his pieces was written up in
an article called "Personality
Porcelain" in the August issue of
Metropolitan Home. In the
October-November issue of
American Craft, Wayne's work
was featured in an article entitled
"Patterns."
In addition, Gov. and Mrs.
Brown ordered a piece for their
Lexington home last month which
was delivered two weeks ago. T.V.
Personality Richard Simmons
recently has purchased two of
Wayne's platters from a gallery in
Cincinnati.
Wayne presently is exhibiting
his works in a show at the
American Crafts Museum in New
York City, and in a museum show
at Southeastern Center for Contemporary Arts in Winston-Salem,
N.C. He also will exhibit works in
DBR Gallery in Cleveland opening
the last of November. Finally,
Wayne will be featured in a show
at the Swearingen Gallery in
Louisville which opens Nov. 13.
All of these things point to the
growing recognition of Wayne's
work. We can all be proud to have
Wayne among us here in West
Kentucky, and a trip to his studio
is well worth your time.
.• •
time for the
almost
is
It

Christmas cooking baking —
yeast rolls and not bread, lemon
pie and date pudding, popcorn and
candy, and mastless batches ol
cookies. Herewith, to add to your
Christmas recipe collection and
Increase your pleasure in the
season are my recipes for peanut
brittle and popcorn balls
Peanut Brittle: Boil 3 cups
sugar, 1 cup water and Vs cup
white corn syrup to 342 degrees.
Add 1 teaspoon butter and 1 pound
raw Spanish peanuts. Cook slowly
to 300 degrees,stirring occasionally. Heat buttered baking sheet to
200 degrees. Add 1 teaspoon baking soda and 1 teaspoon vanilla to
peanut mixture. Turn out on baking sheet. Pull out thin as it cools.
When cold, break into pieces.
Popcorn balls: Put 1 cup sugar,
1/3 cup white corn syrup, 1/3 cup
water, '4 cup butter and 3/4 teaspoon salt in pan. Cook to 254
degres. Add lo teaspoon vanilla;
stir only enough to mix it through.
Pour syrup slowly over 3 quarts
popped corn, stirring corn so it
will mix well. Grease your hands
with butter and form the popped
corn into balls.
• • •
More and more young professionals — in their 20s and 30s —
are forfeiting early careers for
more satisfying pursuits. How do
you know if you're approaching
burnout?
Here are the common symptoms:
1. Apathy toward clients or coworkers.
2. Intense frustration and anger
over job conditions; may spill
over into personal life.
3. Growing tendency to "go by
the book" rather than respond

Coming community events
areserely to smirk dmillissiges
4. Crack= er peesimima about
wart
Desire to escape the Job.
S. Depleted ansreor.
7. Lowered resistmuce tostressrelated Wields pebbles': high
blood pressure, beset dimes.
dicers, migraine,isessida.
IL More absenteeism. insificieecy at work.
In advanced stages person
may rely on heavy me of alcohol,
tranquilizers or other drugs to
cope with work stress.
Source: The Work/Strees Connection: How to Cope with Job
Burnout, and Human Behavior
magazine.
•

•

•

The following item recently appeared in USA Today — Does it
have a familiar ring?
NEW YORK — Equal-rights
movements have created "a
generation of confused parents"
with sassy kids who think they're
equals, a family counselor said
Monday.
It used to be "a child would have
to learn to bow and scrape
because as an adult he would have
to bow and scrape," Dr. Oscar
Christensen of the University of
Arizona told a meeting of the
American Academy of Pediatrics.
That is no longer the case for
adults. Result: Traditional child
rearing methods fail.
"The only training any parent
ever had for raising a child is having been a child. In any moment of
stress, they tend to sound like
their own parents."
He offers a tip for dealing with a
child picking over food. Give the
child a choice: stay at the table
and eat or leave and wait until the
next meal. If the child leaves or
stays but continues to fuss, throw
out the food and excuse the child.
"The child now is faced with living with the decision he made,"
which helps develop self-reliance,
he said.

Tuesday, Nov.9
Wednesday. Were. 30
Murray Duplicate
Homemekers chits will
Bridge Oub
play at 7 met as lams: Pacers
M
wilt' Flame ibeassabsr.
Lee's Catholic Chard Mt Dean% at t311
For idermstim cal41111- Pottertewn at Csienisi
1344 or 753-0011.
Hesse SINS•riosbord at HI
Murray State Universi; New Concord wilt
ty Women's Society will Mrs. Timothy Graves and
have a coffee for society Berns Greve at Ells
members may him 7:38 Community Center. bath
to 9:30 p.m. at hams of at 1 p.m.
Mrs M.D. Hassell, $62
South
Calloway Comity InBethel Baptist Bible teragency Conference
Study is scheduled at 11 will be at 3 p.m. at
p.m at homed David and Calloway Public Laxity,
Mashie Cunningham, UtGosh', United
terback Road
Methodist Church
Kappa Department of Women will meet at 7
Murray Woman's Club pm.at char&
will meet at 7 p.m. at club
house.
Hazel and Douglas
Murra7"M— Chapte1 Canters will be apse from
No. 433 Order of the 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acEastern Star will meet at tevities by senior citizens.
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Free blood pressure tests
Singles Class of will be given at Hazel.
Seventh and Poplar
Murray Bass Club is
Church of Quist will
meet at 7 p.m. at church scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
building.
Murray TOPS ( take off
Circles of First United
pounds sensibly) Club
Church will
Methodist
will meet at 7 p.m. at
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center.
follows: Hannah at HenAlcoholics
dren home, Ruth Wilson
Is scheduled to meet at 8 at Andersen home and
p.m. in western portion of Wesleyan at Christopher
Livestock and Exposition home.
Center.
Ladies activities at
Murray Branch of
AAUW will meet at 7:15 Murray Country Club will
p.m. at home of Emily Include bridge at 9:30
Wolfson, 310 North 14th a.m. and luncheon at
noon.
St.
Baptist
West Fork
International Studies
Church WMU mill meet at
7 p.m. at church with Fair will be from 2:30 to
Gladys Gupton as 4:30 p.m. on second floor
of Lowry Center, Murray
hostess.
State University.
Kentucky Lake
Chapter of American
Drug Abuse Conference
Association of Medical
on "Drugs and Youth"
Assistants will meet at
open to the public at no
7:30 p.m. in third floor
charge will be frame to 10
classroom of Murrayp.m. in Mason Hall NursCalloway County
ing Auditorium, Murray
Hospital.
State University. For information call 762-21151.
Murray Middle School
Doris Akers will prePTO will sponsor annual
"Back to School Night" sent a concert in song at
starting at 6:45 p.m. in Calvary Temple at 7:30
p.m.
school awig
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Adoption proceedings start for girl
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ed four months ago in a
(AP) — Adoption pro- motel room, state ofceedings will begin this ficials say.
Sherry Frazier, direcweek for a 2-year-old girl
known only as "Sharon," tor of the state Departwho was found abandon- ment of Human Services,

said authorities have Identity or the identity of
been able to learn nothing her parents," Ms.
about the identity of the Frazier said. "We've had
some inquiries, but they
little girl.
"We still don't have were mostly from people
anything positive on her who want to adopt her."
Sharon woke up alone
In a motel room in East
Nashville on July 10,
antheitles said. She was
IgtenitY Recital by
abandoned by a woman Brass Quintet and Trio at
who registered under the Murray State University
name of Mary Roberts is canceled.
from Seattle.
Suburban
The little girl has lived
in a foster home in Homemakers Club. will
Nashville since she was meet at 7 p.m. at home of
Rachel Hendon.
found.

South Pleasant Grove Club
meets at Humphreys'home

TENNIS WINNERS — Group A Tennis Winners are pictured above, the day
after they were awarded their prizes at the Murray Country Club's women's tennis dinner on Thursday evening, Nov. 4. Enjoying the moment are, from left
Janne Hughes and Rainey Apperson, winners of the consolation doubles, Sue
Overbey, winner of the Singles Tennis Tourney,and Patsy Oakley and Judy Carroll, winners of the Group A doubles tennis tourney. Group A Woman's Tennis
will resume next spring.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Henry Orr honored
at birthday dinner
A birthday dinner in Pearl Miller, Mr. and
honor of Henry Orr of Mrs. Robert Wade, Mr.
Warren, Mich., along and Mrs. Paul Dunn, Mr.
with a family reunion was and Mrs. Tom Eisemann,
on Sunday, Oct. 10, at the T.J. Eisemann, Mr. and
Hazel Community Mrs. Joe Henderson, Lisa
Center.
and BeConda Henderson.
At noon a basket dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Melton
was served.
Mitchell, Elizabeth Hill,
Present for the occa- Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
sion were:
Ray, Rodney and
Jerry Humphreys, Hal Douglas Ray, Mr. and
Miller, Ken Orr Brandon, Mrs. Frank Turner, Mrs.
Dorothy Brandon, Mr. Tony Turner and baby,
and Mrs. David Smother- Mr. and Mrs. Elisha
man, Jnathan and Julie Taylor, Treasa Taylor,
Smotherman, Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Randy
Mrs. David Cunningham, Taylor, Ann Taylor, JenTimera Cunningham, Mr. nie Paschall, Mr. and
and Mrs. Cleon Cunn- Mrs. James Wilson,
ingham,
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff MitMr. and Mrs. Bobby
Vaughan, Greg and chell, Irene Curry, Mr.
'
and Mrs. Jack HumKaren Vaughan, Mr. and
Mrs. Danny Gallimore, phreys, Mrs. Cletie
Rodney Gallimore, Mr. Dublin, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Dewey Orr, Hal Jewel Paschall, Mr. and
Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mrs. Henry Orr, Peggy
0, Beal Orr, Susan Orr, Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Rosie Lee Paschall, Warren, Wesley Warren,
Marelle Williams, Myrtle
Edith Paschall,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Mar- Orr and Mr. and Mrs.
tin, Janice Wilkerson, Loyd Gregory

Freda Humphreys was
hostess at her home for
the October meeting of
the South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club.
"Kentucky Heritage
Crafts" was the major
lesson presented by
Justine Story. Imogene
Paschall gave a lesson
about "Stress Management."
Landscape notes were
given by Donna Jackson.
She also showed the padded picture frame she had
made.
Each member is to bring a gift to be sent to
Western State Hospital,
Hopkinsville, to the

We are pleased
to announce that
Jenny Francis,
bride-elect of Wes
Furgerson, ha
selected her pottery, crystal and
accessories from
our complete
bridal registry.
Jenny and Wes
will be married
December 20.

The Showcase
7634441 121 104/41sos
ot,•it•
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meeting on Wednesday,
Nov. 17, at 1:30 p.m. at
the home of Imogene
Paschall. Members
change in date of
November meeting.
Mrs. Humphreys,
assisted by Delpha
Taylor, served
refreshments. Also present were Hilda Orr, lute
Hutson, Clovis Brown,
Viola McReynolds, Martha Butterworth, Estelle
Gooch, Clovis Jones and
Clara Jean Paschall.

Youth Group will meet
at 6:30 p.m. and Session
will be at 7:30 p.m. at
First Presbyterian
Church.
Thursday, Nov. 11
Dairy Wives
Homemakers Club will
meet at noon at Sirloin
Stockade.

For the Particular Man
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

Bobbles From Bobbie
'1111TSTAl WAR"
Then are lever* types of ',Answers lager,
and emh kind his it's item midway Ti heap yeti
understand these different types here is s brief •
description of sech
Glass is mode from•mature of sand Wed. ewe •
and potash. The terra "Crystel" refers to geed
'peaty giassware
lead crystal. containine • specified amount of
lied end". Medi Oyes it weight resilience mei
sparkle, is perfect for cut crystal designs
MOM elOss as hand or machine mode and Pies
whit variations such as bubbles and sheer
marts These ore not neseccarity imperfechom
but, the beauty of hand craftsmanship
Pressed gloss as forced through • mold end is
generally heavy and more durebis Often. the
Rived's' or pressed glass will hove a seam it it
where the front the becks were pat together.
There ore mom/ shaaes to glassware and oda
one can serve several purposes To he ciOnfy
•
each one, here are some heipful suggestions
Tumblers: usually non- stemmed and serve OS tee •
•
glasses or other moon bonds for a meal (Normolly
•
used in everyday use
•
ke tech Has o stem and is used for serving raw
fluid as 1110 tuseol
•
Juice: Non stemmed and is used for intoner
mows.
•
Wine: Usually has o stern and holds o smaller •
amount than the Goblet
Goblet: as o stern and holds less lerasod than tt10 •
•
ice too glosses.
.
I
Champagne: Has o stem and usuolly as bowl
shaped or flared Perfect for champagne and
•
doubies for o dessert or cocktail dish
•
Crystol is a wonderful wadi of art and the hand •
crafted lines seem to be the most popular With the •
•
Mogen ia yoke of crystal, the worm cam should
be taken in cleaning fine glassware. In our nest article, we will shore with you how to take core of
•
•
your beautiful crystal.
psi

'I he Ohoricase

"If yes beim eomments or
geedieas, we meld appraises henries hese yes."
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Bentley's lovitos Too
To Try Our
Jumbo Country
Nolo Bisapits

•

(leg. 75' lack)

...A thee's' foie'Piece

•4.1 I LI SS

Cart
Senn
lbsivey

Boy
Troops
13, 4S & 77
Sat., Nov. 13
Call 753-3824
and 753-2553
S. mem& lsooloofifPipit&

. . . what a perfect
time to give her a
Keepsake diamond
engagement ring.
All Keepsake per
feet diamonds are
permanently registered. with a
lifetime guarantee
for perfect clarity,
fine white color and
precise modern cut.
See our collection
soon!

Keepsake

111/••••C4

It would help the Scouts it the papers
were tied in 18" high bundles, however
loose papers will still be accepted.

Under
the

1*;

Stock
Reduction
Sale

40% Off
listiomelly Aivertisoil Price

&relies Jewelry
Cleart Span
Maio from 1200 to •10 000

*wig
•

•
•
•

753-4541

Parents Anonymous
will meet from 6:30 to
8:30 p.m. For information

Old Newspapers

GRAHAM Et JACKSON

•
•
•

Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.

CORDUROY
JEANS
Sizes 28-38

,
.••••••••M•

Robertson Center PTO
will meet at 6 p.m. with
an open house to follow.

Will Pick Up

Price

Mothers Day OM VS
dossier Mises. siehe al 9 am.at First Sepbents" MN be from II
list Merck
a as. to 1 pm. at IWO
levals to land Ret- and Dessies Canters and
irees the lAkee MK la Inns 10 ass le 3 p.m at
Made Caudle Meting at Kele Caster
le •.m. at Th•
Special ineethog to svi
11mmepiscse-11111111
eases arts gurremitherit
"Catsrplilers" MU be tebscre pregreen. apse to
presented at 8 pm ie the public. Mil be at 7:30
Robert Z Johns's pm at West Kentucky
Theatre, Fin• Arts Livestock and Itspeattlen
Center, Murray State Cease
University
Ileser workshop MU
!tethers Mending Out be at 7 pm. at First
will be at 1:36 &Jig, at Presbyteries Chunk

Welcome Wagon Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Commerce Centre.

Levi & Farah

1 /2

Thnsedey. Ner. U
Geed as= Dulled
lialbediet

Thursday.WA.11
cal171110-16112 er 7934111$
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1NAL MART
Less•vu,s

PJI

WALVIA

WAL.MART

99

16 OU

Suave

& conditit

•Shil-npo

)
0/1
Suav

1 33

Ou
•
Suave uper Dry
Roll-On
Anti-Per pirant

ALOE
COCOA
BUMS

97

SION LOTION

Suave.

Suave

10 Ouni

in Lotioi

•Alce Ve a or Cocoa
Bu-er

SHAMPOOS &
CONDITIONERS

1. 412

air Setti
ith Prot

Suave
Lotion

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY — is our intention to have every advailat awn tn
not available tor purchase Wei ritart will t
However, if due to any unforeseen reason an advertmed item
Ran Chace on reguesi or the merchandise to be purchased at the sae price whenever avalabie o, will
a swam teen at a comparable reducbon in price We reserve the right to anit quoratitues.

Sells for Less• Wal Mart

• v^—,

Save 2.08
Mens Sweaters
.100% Acrylic 'Choice of collar placket, v-neck or
crew neck 'Various colors 'Sizes small, medium.
large. extra large 'Reg. 12.94

Sells

for Less • Wal Mart Sells for Less•Wel Mart Sells for Less • /Val

Save 2.92
Mons Quilt Lined Wool Shirt
'Wool blend shell, quilt lined body, nylon lined sleeves
•2 Pockets with button down flaps 'Assorted plaids
•One button cuff, eight button front 'Siz'e S, M. L, XL
•Reg. 17.88

M.srt S.

• Wa, Mart Sells for less • Wat Mart Sell,for Les,•Wal

WAL•MART

Save Up To 6.44
Girls and Boys Boots
*Girls boots - imitation pig suede, warm
fleece lined shaft; leather wrapped
heel:,sizes 8/
1
2-4; reg. 17_76 •Childrens
& boys boots-antique tan, contrasting
design stitching; imitation leather lined
shaft; childrens 81
/
2-boys 6. reg. 17.8720_87

Save 1.97
Junior Brush Stripe Top

*Assorted
8.97
'Reg.
M,
L
S,
strioes and colors *Sizes

'Brushed rugby stripe pointelle top

2s
FOR1
Yardley Bar Soaps
Yardley Liquid Soaps
•17.50z.'Aloe Vera,
English Lavender, Baby
or Cocoa Butter 'Limit 4

•4.25 Oz •English
Lavender. Baby, or
Aloe Vera 'Limit 4

Oct. 1, 98
Grand Prize
Regional W nnei
Store Win ers
Comp to yo r loc
Co-s ons

Terrific Savings!
Ladies 3 Pair
Packaged Panty
•100% Nylon and EiderIon
Stove Top Stuffing
•Choice of cornbread or
chicken flavor 'Six ounce
•Limit 2

or 50/50 poly/cotton
•Ladies briefs with cotton
crotch .White and fashion
colors

Foamy Shave Cream
•11 Oz •Regular,
Menthol, Lemon/lime,
Cocoa Butter •LAT1?t12

,
Less • Wal Mart Sells for Le,

VALUABLE C

VALUABLE COUPOPrml
Clairol Clair Mist
Non-Aerosol Hair Mist
8 oz
Reg 1 76
•

Expires 11-14-82

WAL-MART

WAII:MART

Ladies Choice
Reg. 1.87

Sale 1.54 I
,

Sole 1.66
Expires 11-14-82

1111111•111111•11111111

ADVERTISING POLICY — It isour intention to have all merchandise in this ad in stock
during the sale dates However, since most merchandise is overstocks and seasonal
leftovers and because many items are in limited supply we will not issue rain checks
for this sate If your a dissatisfied with any merchandise we will gladly exchange
give yodlia refund Shop early white selections are best
Wa

M.I," S

IIS

to Less•Wet Mait Sells for less•Wal Matt Sells for L es •

Lime-A-Way
16 oz.
Reg. 1.37

Sale 1 •1 1
expires 11-14-82

S

Save 3.00
World Treasury Globe
•12 In. globe *Natural earth
colors, raised terrain
*Comes complete with world
atlas *No. 86019-4
*Reg. 1948.

ve 4.50
ustang Hors.
Saddle height 24 in 'Body length 26 in •High
impact polystyrene body 'Metal frame *Ages 2 to 5
ears •N . 414 •
.

Save 2.00
Mot:Cross Team and Lazy 'T' Rbding Teem
'Both sets include pick-up and detachable trailer
with Oily people•Nos 2007/2006
•Rog. 12.94

Everyday Low • .Ecofogizer
•Ecologizer CA/90
Air Treatment
System' •Unious
natural air Cleaning
System Containing

Everyday Low Price
Dazey Seal-a-Meal with Free Freezer Kit

dvailat

wtem
'.1art re04 r
waikibk or votil s

CA/90 a powerful
deodorizer, removes
unpleasant odors
tobacco, smoke, dust
and pollen •2 Speed
control'No 7305

'Seals Dazey boilable cooking pouches, makes the
exact size pouch you need 'Freezer kit contains
starter supply of pouches, bag support stand,
hardwood curing board. e-z fill funnel, recipe book

Save 24%
Christmas Cards
.Cho•ce of designs and
verses •20 Cards and
envelopes Per box
•Reg 296

Save 15.89
Minolta Auto Focus AF-2 Camera
'Point and shoot operation with auto focusing and
programmed exposure *Infrared auto-focusing
permits pictures even in low light *Uses 35mm film
•Built in o u flash •No. AF-2'R... 114.76

ize
al W
WI
o yo
o-s

inner $150 Gift Certificate
nners $50 Gift Certificate
ers $25 Gift Certificate
r local Wal-Mart for details
onsored by Poly-Fil
Save 18%
Casite Tune-Up
•Frees sticky valves
*Cleans PCV valve or rings,
carb lets •R--.
eg 2.27

1.13

Save 10.00
35mm Rangefinder
•Compact design•Sharp
40mm f2.8 glass lens
'Built-in programmed
electric eye automatically
selects proper exposure
•Rangefinder focusing
•Canonet 28•• 3• . 78.84

Save 25%
Sptt Fir* Gas
Treatment
'Prevents hard starling
poor fuel economy,
stalling, engine after run •12 Oz
•R
184

sports
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English, 11 Tigers honored
in voting for All-Conference
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
After the Class A West
Kentucky Conference
football coaches tallied
their votes for the AllConference team, it was
almost easier to name the
players who weren't
members of the Murray
High squad.
Eleven Tigers, plus
head coach Tim English,
were selected as All-WKC
this year and English, in
his first year at the MRS
helm, was voted Coach of
the Year.
"It's a big honor. One of
the biggest honors a
player (or coach) can
receive — gaining
recognition from his
teammates," English
said. "But it's not
something you work for

all year (All-WKC). It's a
reward."
Murray High, cochampion of the First
District and the district's
representative in the
state playoffs, led the sixteam conference in
"rewarded" players.
Russellville and Ballard
shared the second highest total with nine
players each while Fulton
County placed seven,
Fulton City three, and
Greenville zero.

Heading the Tiger recipients was two-time AllWKC selection and
honorable mention Allstate guard, John Nix
Purdom. The 5-10, 210pound senior was one of
five Tiger offensive
linemen to be honored by
the conference coaches.
Joining Purdom were
center Randy Payne,
guard Jim Kelly, tackle
Trevor Mathis and tight
end Jeff Downey.
Downey, a junior, was
selected not only for his
blocking ability, but for
catching 23 passes for 275
yards and one
touchdown.
Two other Tigers, also
In their second term as
All-WKC selections, were
the backfield duo of Steve
McDougal and David Mc-

4

Cuiston. The two seniors
combined for over 1,300
yards rushing and 11
touchdowns this season.
Defensively Murray
placed junior guard Marcus Cavitt on the honor
squad and two defensive
backs — Mark Boggess
and Jon Billington. Boggess, a junior and AllWKC selection last year,
intercepted three passes
this year and Billington, a
senior, intercepted two.
Finally, but not least,
senior David Denham
was tabbed as the conference's best kicker
after he booted 19 of 21 extra points (one miss was
blocked) and he connected on five of seven
field goal attempts including a school-record
setter of 39 yards.
The Tigers (6-5) are
preparing for the First
Region playoff game,
7:30 p.m. Friday at Tompkinsville (7-4) and
English said he wanted
By BARRY WILNER
his players to look beyond
AP Sports Writer
the All-WKC awards.
NEW YORK (AP) —
"We have a chance to
create a lasting memory The war of words conFriday. We have an op- tinues in the National
portunity to do something Football League players'
that will become a legacy strike, with union leader
for the entire program. Ed Garvey discounting
It's time for us to give an apparent crack in the
maximum effort to Players Association's
create something that solidarity by noting that
will last longer than being 25 teams had rejected the
owners'latest offer.
All Conference."
Garvey accused the
owners of further "illegal
tactics" Monday night at
an NFLPA news conference and said that a
vote by the New Orleans
Saints in favor of accepMurray State's Racer ting the NFL's most reClub will sponsor a cent proposal in principle
basketball intersquad "is just oae of 28 teams
scrimmage featuring and we're not too conRon Greene's 1982-83 cerned.
team.
"Once they see all the
The event is scheduled facts, I'm confident they
for Saturday (7:30 p.m.) will reject it, too.
in Racer Arena •
"Most of the teams felt
Admission is $2 for there was not enough
adults,$1 for children and there to warrant a vote.
MSU students get in free Twenty-four teams rewith ID.
jected it in one way or

War of words continues

NFL strike thrives on rejection
another. (Another club
voted against the proposal several hours after
the news conference; the
Houston Oilers said they
would vote today and one
other club had not
reported its vote.)
"We are delighted that
management's latest illegal tactic has failed,"
he said."They players
don't think it's a
representative offer.
They know it's not the
bottom line."
The Saints voted 45-1
with one abstention to accept the owners' offer and
urged other teams to do
the same, according to
Guido Merkens, the
Saints' alternate player
rep.
?tit &Ms 'agreed to
accept management's offer in principle while
realizing there are details
that need to be refined,"
Merkens said.
"I took what I heard up
there (in New York at
Players Association

Racer Club
sponsors
scrimmage

meetings during the
negotiations, which broke
off Saturday night) and
explained it to our
players here as it was explained to me," Merkens
said on ABC-TV's
`Nightline.' "We asked,
'What do you want to do,
accept it in principle or
reject it altogether? We
think there is a workable
framework there.
"It's not true that
management persuaded
us (on how to vote).
We're trying to let the
union reps know how the
New Orleans Saints feel."
Garvey didn't seem
worried by the New
Orleans' vote.
"Twenty PIiikers met
with (Saints owner) John
Mecom Jr.," Garvey
said, "and then they
voted. The owners are
seeing if they can sell
their latest offer to the
players by going over the
head of the union."
Garvey had a stronger

reaction to a statement
made by Philadelphia
Eagles owner Leonard
Tose. Tose charged Monday that a player
representative had been
threatened with bodily
harm if he continued to
appear on television making statements not approved by the union.
Though he refused to
identify the player, Tose
said at a news conference
that a player rep was told
they "would break both
arms and both legs if you
don't stop being on television. And, not only that,
but we'll violate your
wife."
"We would have to conclude that Leonard.Toe
has lost it," said Garvey.
"His comments reached
a new low ... to suggest
that tAe union used
physical intimidation on
a player representative.
We demand a retraction
from him. It's really incredible to make such a
statement."

Lady Tiger watchers watching for Washer
Now any
McDonald's breakfast
entree is less than a dollar. A
good, sohd meal. At a good low
pnce.
107

iv\

N. 124
753-5541
Mirray, KY

mcDonalcrszi
N
I®

With the advent of colder weather, sporting
minds begin the natural
swing from autumn outdoors to hardcourts and
indoor bleacher seats.
While local basketball
enthusiasts have quite a
variety to choose from,
here's an additional case
to ponder.
Former Murray High
prep standout Jaina

Washer, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jamie Washer,
110 Broach Avenue, is involved in preseason drills
with the Memphis State
(Tenn.) Lady Tigers.
Washer, a senior this
season, has been named
by MSU women's coach
Mary Lou Johns as a
possible starting guard
for the Lady Tigers this
year.

Washer has been with
Together, Duppins and
the Memphis program for McKinney accounted for
her entire collegiate over 35 points per game.
career and saw limited
Washer will be one of
action last year.
six seniors expected to
This year the entire step in and create scoring
team, which advanced to situations.
the second round of the
NCAA playoffs last year,
As a junior and senior
will be hard-pressed to for Murray High, Washer
fill gaps left by stars Kim served as co-captain of
Duppins and Linda the Lady Tigers and she
McKinney.
was an honorable men-

tion all-state selection as
a junior.
The 5-5 blonde from
Murray will be operating
along With All American
candidate Diane Jones
and Lisa Dalton at the
guard slots while
sophomore sensation
Regina Street (6-4) nails
down the center responsibilities and Felicia
(Continued on Pg.9)

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

All/ague

Phone
153-2511

L_
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16K Standard BASIC
TRS-80 Color Computer

111.1111111.1111.
1I4I TI

Great Games. . . Useful Programs—All on Our
Instant-Loading Program Pak'" Cartridges
Educational—Helps With Math and Reading
Learn BASIC ProgrammItig in Color
Easy to Expand. Attaches to Any TV

411'1111 1141N III
eft.
WEST BEND,

Color Computers with Extended
BASIC for Great Graphics
• Create Graphics With
One-Line Commands
• ideal for Graphs
Charts, Engineering
Drawings, Animation

/1111 1111

11

Save $100 on 32K Extended BASIC—
Now Only 549.95 (26-3003, reg. 649.95)

Electronic
While Timer
Times 3 activities at
once from 1 second to
10 hours in each channel. 2 "AA" batteries
iri`cluded.
400-110

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER
si
PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL

TORES AND DEALERS

Seppliesielast

Quantities Limited

'eggSupplies

5

Wails
SePalies
Last

last

Fan-Forted
Radiant Heater
Features automatic
thermostat, cool-touch
metal case Shuts off
automatically if accidentally tipped HR10

Claauttities Limited

MIUU11C.

15-orawor
Put: mist
Easy organization for
the hobbyist, seamstress, morel Steel
cabinet, transparent
drawers
MMC15

Quantities Limited

e

LUXES a TIMID.Twoolay,f4..enbar9.11161
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Which road will Sugar Ray choose?
BALTIMORZ (API - *agar Ray lannerd
beet.
The ampease ow what and tesight.
Ms ihowst.eld Lennerd
With the aeons houghs we psi IMP Ms rho is
the Mom hide ler meld
wdlerwoight champion that prec•d•s a Mil beaks hoes ististlwr hem 'skit is este that
he will Bet soma or the Imediers who airefulMeow in the Mint
ly preeneend Leseard's
Leonard Ims invited a earner mil& me the
hestof entertaimased sad treat le prase& the
sports esisbribes Is the fighler's Mum to the
aVit Cutter, ring.
dia __of his first prelimsJoel two weeks ego, Or
Menai fight, fsr "An Resald Michels. the
itvening with Sugar Ray meted Johas Hopkins
Lessard."
Elleopital ophthalmoiogist
His annooncement will who performed the
come de months to the retinal surgery, told
day after he underwent reporters that lasenerd
surgery to repair a had helly recnvered from
detached retina in his left the rig Wiwi'
Leonard says he is
We"Probably Ray and rested and in good
J uanita the champ' physical shape, but
wife) are the only persons tonight he will newel
who know his plans." in- whether he still hes the
sists Charles Brotman, desire for more ring vieLeonard's publicist. "I'll tonbe here Tuesday to find
The hire of a reported
out, along with everyone OS million offer to fight
else."
middleweight champion
The elaborate plans, in- Marvin Hagler may be
cluding the appearance of too attractive for
television sports an- Leonard to pees up
nouncer Howard Cosell
Fight promoter Bob
as master of ceremonies Arum says it's possible
Center, is dated as "An Zweig Mb logos Ray lasertd."
and entertainer Wayne Leonard "would take it
Leonard'Wend a detached reties*wig hislad MotOctober 11
Newton, has been taken because it is $15 million,
when he TKOed Bruce Finch.
by some observers as a and that's a lot, no matter
AP Lassepbshe
sure sign that Leonard how much money you
will be saying goodbye to ha ve "
the sport that made him a
But Arum predicted
millionaire in five years. "he'd refuse it because
But some cynics have he's accomplished whet

Answttr contos tonight

PONDERING - World weiteneeight hosing champion Sugar
Ray Leonard who underwent ettegary on his left eye en May 9, will
announce his decision about returning to the ring or retiring
tonight. His announcement, scheduled at the Baltimore Civic

NCAA begins early-recruiting experiment
By DOUG TUCKER
AP Sports Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo.
( AP) - Many high school
basketball stars will be
signing college letters-ofintent this Wednesday,
five months earlier than
usual, in an experiment
aimed at reducing
recruiting pressures for
them and coaches.
The traditional basketball signing date, the second Wednesday in April,
also remains in effect.
But high school seniors
will also be able to sign
during the eight-day
period of Nov. 10-17 and
enjoy a recruiting-free
senior season.
The Collegiate Commissioners Association,
which administers
letters-of-intent programs for all college
athletics, instituted the
early period as a oneyear experiement.
"It was precipitated by
a request from many
coaches and administrators," said Fred
Jacoby, commissioner of
the Southwest Conference
and head of the CCA.
"The catalyst for it was
the change in the NCAA
recruiting calendar
which went into affect
two years ago."
The NCAA, at the urging of many coaches, has
voted to allow personal
recruitment of basketball
prospects during Sept. 1-

Nov. 1. But from Nov. 2Dec. 1, prospects can be
contacted only by letter
or telephone and coaches
are not allowed to scout
the games. From Dec. 2
to the end of the high
school season or March 1,
whichever is later,
recruiters can attend the
games but still not talk to
prospects. From March 2
to May 15 is another
direct-contact recruiting
period.
"What's happening is a
lot of the students are
making their campus
visits earlier, in the fall.
And the coaches were
asking for a time that
students could make an
earlier commitment if
they wanted to," said
Jacoby. "The coaches
didn't want to have to
follow them around the
rest of the year until the
normal signing date.
Some of the students
were asking for it to keep
the recruiters off their
back."
Jacoby said most prospects will probably wait
until April to sign.
"I don't know how
many will sign early, but
the bulk of the signings
will still take place in
April. It will mostly be
the highly sought-after
kids who want to shut the
recruiting process off. I
think, too, that if it's the
superstar who signs, then
we might have less

recruiting violations ministered by letter-ofbecause there will be less intent programs since
temptation over a period 1964.
"We're going to look at
of time."
The CCA, made up of 13 what happens very
commissioners, has ad- carefully," said Jacoby.

Andrews picks
'Cats over Vols
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - Paul Andrews,
who won instant acclaim
with a miraculous shot in
the boys' state basketball
tournament, says he will
sign a letter of intent
Thursday with the
University of Kentucky.
"I've *ways liked Kentucky," Andrews said
Sunday night in a
telephone interview from
London. "I just didn't
know if they were going
to offer me a scholarship.
That was pretty much the
issue."
The 6-foot-3 guardforward led Laurel County High School to the 1982
state championship,
downing North Hardin
with a 47-foot shot at the
buzzer.
While Andrews says he
will sign a letter of intent
Thursday, Kentucky
Coach Joe B. Hall declined to discuss recruiting.
Andrews visited Purdue, Auburn and Virginia
Tech, but said his final
choice was between Kentucky and Tennessee.

The Vols last week got
a commitment from Fred
Jenkins, a 6-3 guard from
Columbia, Tenn.
"Tennessee told me not
to get alarmed by that
commitment," Andrews
said. "Still, I'd say it had
a little bit to do with my
decision."

(Continued from Pg.8)
Sparks (6-1) and Paula
Fuller will be prime forward material.
The Lady Tigers have a
major league schedule
awaiting them this year
Including gaznes against .
defending national
champ Louisiana Tech,
Ole Miss and Louisville.
Thursday the Memphis
women tipoff their 1982-83
season with an alumni
game and Nov. 15 the
Lady Tigers entertain the
People's Republic of
China. Alabama initiates
the MSU home schedule
with a Dec. 1 encounter.

"Then, next summer,
we'll make a determineUm on whether we want
to continue the early signing period, or make an
adjustment."

The Profesnissof

Open Mon. thruThurs. Open Friday & Sat.
7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Closed
Sunday

Pro Basketball

College
Football
The Top Twenty teams in The
Associated Press college football poll,
with first-place votes in parenthesis,
seasonal records and total points.
Pants are based on 30-19-11-17-11-15-1413-12-I 1-1044-74-24-3-3-1.
144 1,150
1.Georgie 133
LSD. MethoMit(19) 144 LIN
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11.UCLA
1.1-1 313
U.Notre Dame
740311
14.Michipo
744 3114
I5.01tialsoma
III
la.Southern Cal
7-M VW
4.
17.Alatorna
7-24
111.11aryland
744 211
19.West Virginia
544 17
311.Texas
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RENTAL SALES

CENTER

Formerly Amoco Car Wish
2001 Mom

753-7362

MURRAY

7$111201
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SPECII4U. RATES
Channel]
13

TELEPHONE
(502)753-191k

*HBO Listings
*Local News
*Commenity Calendar
*Manly Stet* Statistics
*24 Hours Weather
*Notions! News
*Scbool Report
Sports- Gene Scores
*Stock klartet

et/

Can 7534201

We Also Rent Ryder Trucks

Washer...

Leconte ousts Wilonder
STOCKHOLM, Sweden
(AP) - Henri Leconte
upset top-seeded Mats
Wilander of Sweden in

753-1331

he wental aid Oscines
he's a weelley sass. and
Imolai, OM dal take
nines, le get Is the rag
with demperens age like
Marne Hagler"
Heeler is scheduled te
be on hoed for haight's
asag with tee
of landlord's fanner sp.
panda, Tommy Harm
and Wilfred Boodles
Former heavyweight
chesupkia Moiseminad
Ak amid Kea Menne have
ales accepted Invitetimie
along with cesitender
Gerry Cooney end light
heavyweight Matthew
Said Mohammed
The VIPs will be charged $165 for the ringside
cocktail party at the
Baltimore Civic Cooler
while die general
will be admitted t
i
and $2 Proceeds will
benefit Baltimore's youth
Ob.program.
Leonard's last bout occuffed on Feb IS, 19M
when he scored a thirdround TKO over Bruce
Pinch in Reno, Nov The
detached retina was
diagnosed while Leonard
was training for a May 14
bout against Roger Stafford in Buffalo

for your Colorful advertising
medium NOTE: You can choose
from 8 colors Red-Blue-GreenYellow -Violet-Black -White Brown

Prime Time Insert Rates
The following rates are Prime Time Insert Rates
When available, they guarantee 168 inserts per
week, 24 inserts per day.
Open Rate
$5.00 per day.. $35.00 per week
30-Day Contiatt $4.00 per day...$28 00 per week
13-Week Contract $2.75 per day...$19 25 per week
PLUS-EACH 30 DAY or more contract will
place your business name in the TV Guide
Sectiesof the Murray Ledger & Times as a
CABLE 13 NEWS Sponsor
each week of contract.

Plus local Advertiser's Specials
Watch For Upcoming Contest

Tie yovr advertising S's
together
On

CABLE 13 NEWS

Drawing To Be Held Saturday, Nov. 6th
Tune into Channel 13 for Details

straight sets to win the
men's singles final in the
000,000 Stocb:hohn Open
tennis championships.
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HEALTH

Mansion nearly complete
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The governor's
mansion won't look much
different from the outside
when renovation is completed soon, but a
spokesman for the project says it will be more
comfortable on the inside
for the first family.
The director of
facilities management in
the state Finance and Administration Cabinet,
said the $3.5 million
renovation of the 68-yearold home will be completed by late January or
early February. The

state will pay for all but
about $1 million of the
work, he said.
"The building was old,
and the layout was antiquated,'' Clark
Beauchamp said."It had
a lot of bedrooms and a
lot of bathrooms, but
really no space for the
governor's family to use
as a living area."
The mansion probably
won't look much different
to tourists since most of
the structural changes in
the renovation have been
done in the living
quarters, where walls

J
Italian Spaghetti
Special
49
•

Drug Abuse conference set

"Drugs and Youth"
will be the theme of the
annual Murray State
Lawronco E. Lamb,M.D. University Drug Abuse
and dad went to a health Conference to be WednesDEAR DR. LAMB -- aids are out of the question? clinic and both had
X-rays. day from 6 to 10 p.m. in
Please tell me if anything No, I don't agree. Don't let Dad had a spot on his
right the nursing auditorium,
hearcan be done for nerve deaf- vanity keep you from
lung The specialist decided Mason Hall, on MSU
important
to
as
ing.
It
is
just
ness. Surely when surgery
surgery was necessary. He campus.
can be done for other nerve hear as it is to be seen. And a strongly suspected a maligSpeakers at the conproblems something could lot of studies show that peo- nant tumor because of the
be done for a person who ple who are popular are size and location of it The ference will include the
following:
doesn't hear the high-pitched good listeners.
Today modern electronics fungus was removed as well
*Dr. Willard Ails, a
or low-pitched sounds and
as part of his right lung and
therefore has become a lip have produced sophisticated part of one rib, Thank God it registered pharmacist on
reader. I can only listen to hearing aids that work much wasn't malignant
"Drug Abuse in
one person at a time Is better than the old ones that
Teenagers."
overall
provided
simply
there any hope for someone
He
is
doing
well
but
I'm
*Dr. Ronald Kelley, a
like me with surgery or amplification. A skilled concerned about this rare
psychiatrist
on "A
match
the
audiologist
can
training to understand
disease
Psychiatrist
Looks
at
the
various
amplification
of
conversations better? A
Drug Abuse."
hearing aid is definitely out, sound frequencies in such a
way to complement your
DEAR READER — First, 'The Rev. Steve GinterI'm sure you'll agree.
Sometimes I think it is hearing loss. That prevents it is not a fungus. It used to rez on "Abuse of
better to be totally deaf any distortion you might be thought to be related to Methamphetamine and
rather than hearing but not have with simple amplifica- fungi but it is a bacteria. Pot."
When it involves the lungs it
knowing what is being said. tion.
*Dr. Frank Kodrnan,
I'm sending you The can act a lot like tubercuDEAR READER — You
Professor
of Psychology
Health
Letter
16-8,
Your
losis. By the way, it is not
didn't say how you knew the
"Longitudinal Trend
problem is nerve deafness. Vital Hearing, which contagious from one person on
Wax in the external ear can explains the different types to another. It is taken into in Drug and Alcohol Use
cause loss of hearing. That is of hearing losses and what the lungs from the throat in by College Students."
*Dr. James H. Frank,
easy to fix. You can have can be done for them, Others some manner.

Help for nerve deafness

were moved to create
larger rooms, he said.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
and his family moved out
of the home in March 1980
so architects, electricians, plumbers,
designers and contractors could begin restoring
the mansion.
Mrs. Brown established
Save The Mansion Inc.,
which has raised more
than $1 million in contributions to finance the
interior design portion of
the project.
Most of the work didn't
begin until last April,
after Mrs. Brown approved plans for the refurbishing, which will be
completed by Barmore
Construction Co. of
Louisville. Some parts of
the mansion will be
finished early.
"Some (first floor)
rooms will be finished,
others will be unfinished," Beauchamp said.
"The bathrooms will
work, the heat will be on
and the lights will be on,
and that'll be about it.
"It's just a complex
project trying to renovate
an old building. You could
put up a new one in half
the time, of comparable
size and quality. Renovation work,as any contractor or architect will tell
you, is time consuming
and espensive."

problems with the ear drum,
some of which can be fixed.
Or you can have freezing
together of the small bones
in the middle ear, otosclerosis, which may benefit
from surgery.
The degeneration of cells
in the internal ear in the
choclea and nerve that
transmits from it is called
nerve deafness. Surgery cannot do anything for that. The
central nervous system does
not regenerate. I hope one
day that ways will be found
to change that but at present
it isn't possible.
Why do you say hearing

can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped;- selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
Of course, not everyone
can benefit from a hearing
aid. You'll need a complete
hearing evaluation to determine what your problem is
and if you need a hearing aid
the type that is best for you.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
Could you give me some
information on actinomycosis? My dad is 74 years
old and he has it. My mom

Railroad announces layoff

Professor of Recreation
on "Drugs and Sex."
•Dr.. Kerry Kerber,
Assistant PreillleOr of Indi action and Learning an
"Parent-Peer Education
in Drug Use."
An opine discussion with
conference participants
on related dreg obi.
concerns will follow the
speakeis presentations.
The conference is free
and open to the public.
Parents and teenagers
are encouraged to attend
and have their questions
answered, a spokesman
said.
This, special evening
program is sponsored by
the Departments of
Psychology, Nursing,
Professional Studies, Instruction and Learning
and the Office of Special
Programs,the Division of
Criminal Justice, the Kelly Psychiatric Clinic and
the College of Human
Development and Learning.

THE
ACES®

of the Family Lines Rail
System,of which the L&N
is a part.
Slack business condio hi
With Garlic Bread
BOBBY WOLFF
tions
were blamed for the
Salad 59 Extra
layoff of the employees As you grow ready for it,
Free Refill.. O. Oririn.,
Inside Dining Only
who repaired freightsotnewhere or other, you
cars, earning between will find what is needful for
$10.17 and $12.45 an hour. you in a book." — George
99' Special For Kids
"We just can't justifyMacDonald.
continuing to repair cars
Wednesday I I AM-10PM
when we have usable cars
Fog call 1 eat Ibis eel a1 home tu this i ii'
in service," said Pride.
— Those who get most out of
every hand they play are
known as card readers —
for
Lim
•
Mort
Sells
Oil,.
•
Wol
t
Sells
tor
•
Wol
Mc
r
Sells
for
Less
Wol
Moil
for
less
•
Mort
Sells
less
•
Wol
mart
Sells
for
less
•
Sells
for
Wol
Wol Mon! Sells for less• Wol Mart Sis:Is for Less•Wol Mort Sells for Less• Wol Mort
they always seem to know
which opponent has which
key card. If you wish to
improve your abilities in
641 North Central Center
this area, "Test Your Card
759-9995
Reading," by Hugh Kelsey
0
Mon-Sat. 9-9 Sun Noon-6
(Gollancz
Publishers,
Pomfret, Vt.) is a good book
for the better than average
player. Here is an example
problem presented by
Kelsey.
Shown only the NorthSouth hands and the bidding,
the reader is asked for a
plan of play after West's
heart eight goes to East's
king and a spade shift produces the queen from West.
Kelsey points out that
there are eight top tricks
and an unlikely break in
monds oould supply the,
ninth. A better chance lies
with the hearts, however,
one must avoid losing five
tricks in the meantime.
RED SOVINE S 16 GREATEST HITS
If you hold up the spade
"
41(.1.1118,14
ace at trick two, you will be
11.\'I'ii-J('
•
in trouble if East began with
K-J-9-4. Another spade from
West will establish five
tricks for the defense. Taking the ace of spades at once
will lose if East has led
from J-9-x-x. When East
wins the heart ace, the
spade suit will yield three
•
more tricks.
20 BLUEGRASS
e
"There is little to go on,
ORIG1NALc
except that with K-J-x-x in
spades and A-K-x-x-x in
hearts and short diamonds,
vs
East may have doubled one
diamond instead of overcalling one heart. The evidence points to the weaker
20 Bluegrass Originals
•
hand for East and the holdInstrumentals
up in spades proves best.
Dummy wins the second
spade, crosses to his club 10
and knocks out the ace of
hearts. The defense is thereby limited to two tricks in
IgVIE
each major suit."
0
50___NG6 t •ft„
NORTH
11-8-A
•
1111.i:L:t ass
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A spokesman for
the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad Co. said Ionday that 119 union craftsmen at the south
Louisville repair shops
will be laid off indefinately.
With the layoffs, there
will be 1,011 workers left
on the job, said
spokesman Owen Pride

Dedication to
Music
Savings

t S It for otss •Wol Mort Solis for Loss •Wo Mort Sit s or Less
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CASSETTES OR ALBUMS

4 A 10 8 3
•4
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4K Q 5
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•8 6 2
* J10 8 4 3

+87

EAST
4J 9 6 4
It A K 9 7 3
•7
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Q J 105
•9 6 2
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Vulnerable: North-South.
Dealer: North. The bidding:
•
•

to,

THE ALAN PARSONS PROJECT

THE MONKEES

Ev•

GREATEST HITS

THE BEST OF SHA NA NA

00.

North
10

Dbl.
3 NT

East
1"/
Pass
Pass

South
Pass
1 NT
Pass

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Heart eight
Bid with The Aces
South holds:

•A 1083
IP 4
•AKQ5
4AKJ3

•

a0?NI 4101100
MiL DoitsillOM 911
1.0111 Ili

11-9-B

.•111

(7.
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•
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O
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WAL4AART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY — It is our intention to have every advertised item in stock
However, it due to any unforeseen reason, an advertised item is not available for purchase WalMart WO issue a Rain
Check on request for the merchandise to be purchased at the sale price whenever available. or will sell you a similar
item at a comparable reduction in price We reserve the night to limit quantities

Wol moil Sells for less• Wol Mori 5.11. fp, 1

• W01
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Mont SIMS for !Ass • Wol
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• Viol Mort Sells for
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North
i.

ANSWER:Three clubs Do
not bid four spades; this
hand is too strong for that
bid. North needs very little
to produce a slam.
- - Send bridge questions to 7'be Aces,
PO Box 123413, Dallas. Texas 75225,
With self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS 1983furniture trends may have French accent
By BABIBANIA UNTIES
APL.
11113 be the Year of
the French in furniture
stares access the Untied
Stake?
A number of signs at
• the tall turelbere market
IN North Carotins indicate that it will (the
nsw furniture designs
ihnuld begin appearing in
Mail stores late this
winter.
At least sir collections
of French-style furniture
were introduced at the
market, where retailers
coene to select new furniture styles. Three of the
introductions were made
by Baker, Henredon and
Thomasville — companies whose designs
often influence the
market.

TWO C.9.2
•••••Il
200- . 20 0

".•Wi

Observers also pointed
out that Bloomingdale's
— another leader in setting style directions —
has already announced a
major promotion of
French products in 1983.

20.000 "AM

HAI 168/4
A COVERED PORCH SHELTERS THE entrance to the
vestibule of this contemporary ranch house. Inside, the living room features a fireplace and a cathedral ceiling. There
are three bedrooms. Plan HA1168H has 1,575 square feet.
For more information write — enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to Homes for Living, 107-40 Queens
Blvd., Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375.

On the house
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — We have some
squeaks in a wooden
stairway. I understand
nails can be hammered
into the risers from above
to silence the noise in the
case of an ordinary butt
joint, but the joints in our
stairway appear to be the
kind in which one piece of
wood is inserted into a
groove in the other. I
believe it is called a
dadoed joint. It would
seem illogical to put nails
into a joint which never
had them. What's the
story?
A. — You are correct.
You don't use nails on
sucha joint. What you
haVRA,Cig Al$, ka insert,a
small wooden wedge into
the opening so that the
joint becomes tighter. To
do this, you must remove
the thin piece of moulding
that is just under the nose
of the tread. After the
wedge is in place — and
trimmed off if necessary
— replace the moulding
or, if it was damaged in
removal, attach a new
piece of mouldinl.
Q. — I changed the
washer on a sink in our
basement about three
months ago and it stopped the leak that was
bothering us. The leak occurred again about a
month later. Again I
replaced the washer and
again everything seemed
okay. Now the same thing
has taken place for the
third time. What am I doing wrong?
A. — It appears the seat
of the faucet and not the
washer is at fault. When
the seat gets roughened
for wtatever reason, it
quickly chews up the new
washer; that is, it puts a
few years of wear on it in
a few weeks. Turn off the
water to the sink and take
out the stem that holds

the washer. Use a seatdressing tool you can purchase at most harclzare
stores, home supply
centers or plumbing supply houses. It usually
comes on a card with instructions. If there is no
card that gives such instructions, ask the dealer
how to use it. The tool is
inserted in the faucet and
turned a certain way. In
effect, this action
smooths the faucet seat.
Once this is done, put in a
new washer.
Q. — Some time ago
you gave advice on how to
get rid of an odor in a
nellar which had a dirt
floor. Everything you
said was OK, but you
forgot to tett—the questioner he could sprinkle
chlorine of lime on the
floor and then sweep it up
later. I have found this
very effective.
A. — It is effective. But
chlorine of lime is a
poison and must be handled with extreme care. It
is especially important
not to permit children
and pets in the cellar
while the powder is on the
floor. Any one who uses it
should follow the directions on the container to
the letter regarding its
safe use.

terms of the agreement.

Other signs include the
presence of a number of
French furniture makers
who came to the market
under sponsorship of the
International Furniture
Fair of Paris to interest
American retailers in importing their products.

Furthermore, this
(Faucet leaks, toilet
year's most talked about
bowl trouble , noisy pipes
"coffee table" decorating
and other subjects, are
book is shaping up as
discussed in Andy Lang's
"French Style," an exbooklet, "Make Simple
ploration of the glories of
Plumbing Repairs,"
French decorating, acwhich can be obtained by
cording to the trade
sending 50 cents and a
publication, "Inside Furlong, stamped, selfniture."
addressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box 477,
French furniture is curHuntington NY 11743. rently somewhat underQuestions of general in- represented in the
terest will be answered in marketplace, noted
the column.)
Charles Haywood, president of Tomlinson Furniture. He added that the
MANY DOGS
Queen Victoria had 83
dogs and knew them all
by name.
For all your Travel Reservations Coll
RICHARD BYRD
Admiral Richard Byrd
made aviation history in
1929 by becoming the first
man to fly over the South
Pole. Three years earlier,
Byrd was also acclaimed
represennog
for the first plane flight
Internatioaatiravettin
te
American and
over the North Pole. He
died in 1957.

3244 Truss Ave., Paris, TN
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and
Save
Storm Doors
Storm Windows
Weatherstrip
ALL ON
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ECHO chain saws give you years of extra dependable service
patented anti•vibe system 6 automatic oiler
tough durable
construction inside & out
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As Mlle Demitasse put
It. "ever since B.G.
Wells"War of the
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BUILDING SUPPLIES
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Albert Prillaman, senior
vice president of
=Mustang This company has also prepared
lustrative materials on
the collection and its
roots in the past and will
offer the materials to
retailers
With the ringside= of
the 111th eatery as mach
In evidence, several
designers saw on the
horizon a return to an
even earlier period of
classicism. In panel
discussions and private
Interviews, designers of
contemporary furniture
i who might be considered
the industry's intellectuals) discussed the influence of the current architectural movement of
postmodernism on furniture.
Classical elements
such as columns, arches
and pediments
characterize many postmodern buildings. Milo
Baughman and John
Mascheroni, two influential designers, predicted
these post-modernist infllerbeal would soon be
felt in home furnishings
and would lead to more
comfortable, more ornamented and more
voluptuous modern
designs.
'We've all suffered
from the 'less is more'
mentality of contain-

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880

Q. — We have our eyes
on a piece of property,
but aren't certain we will
zent it a year from now. I
want to take an option to
buy, but I'm not sure exactly how it works.
A. — An option permits
you, for a specified sum,
to buy the property for a
certain amount, up to a
certain date. It also permits you, by relinquishing the option
money, not to buy the property. However, this is a
subject with many variations, so be sure you have
an attorney approve the

Purchase an ECHO CS500VL ( I 6"
or 20" bar)6 receive a Free carry
ing case & extra loop of chain Up
to 353.74 value. Similar savings on
other ECHO chain saws in stock.

99719 — sagididlp IN
eseintry Freud fongisre
— Ins a mimeo sod
ricimeas at detailing and
derving that make It
highly r•--- -1 to nifty
P•9111eU French styling is the
we of the future, thee
lath-century Engin& and
American furniture
styles are the present.
There are now mere then
M ma* groups al
century furniture
available to conemmera.
Furthermore, this period
accounted for the ma)ority of introductions of new
bedroom furniture at the
market.
One mantdacturer who
researched the field
begone ceomitting itself
to lie ewe
coggiry intreated= found dist between 1f79 and 1141, sales
of 10th-century bedroom
and dining room furniture increased 11 percent and 15 percent,
respectively.
Although it is
acknowledged as one of
the most glorious ages of
furniture design and constructions, a significant
aspect of the current
popularity of the style apparently is its historic
Identification for
Americans.
At least two furniture
groups that attracted interest at the market
capitalized on this identification.
American Drew's
American Independence
Collection of mahogany
furniture is based on
originals found in
Philadelphia's Independence Hall and
other buildings within Independence National
Historic Park. Each item
in the 53-piece collection
is identified with a
special tag. In addition,
the company is preparing
a book and catalog
documenting develop
ment of the collection and

* Effective*, elev. 22, 1132 *

With a Gomp000d Yield of 10.093%
*Mildews Deposit $400.00
*lowed by the F.S.L.I.C.
(Sellestoettiel interest Peseity for Eerie Withdretwel)

Security Federal
Savings & Loan Asso.
1 300 Moose* Blvd.

159-1234
0111111111111111111INIIMMEMBRA
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DeLorean's defense is entrapment

DEAR GRATEFUL: Thanks for this opportunity
to advise other parents to take a closer look at their
"clumsy" 3-year-old who can't sit still and seems
hard to handle, or the slow learner who's a troublemaker and disrupt. lb.class.
That child could be brighter than average but
afflicted with •lemming disability that is treatable
If detected early.
A letter requesting information can be sent to:
The Association for Children and Adults with Learning Disabilities. 4158 Library Road, Pittsburgh, Pa.
15234. It is not a high-pressure group and does not
solicit public funds. It helps by sending educational
material. The organisation is non-profit, so when
writing, please enclose a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope.

LOS ANGELES (AP) prison on $10 million bail. aeries ui pretrial motions.
— Attorneys for flamU.S. District Judge
De Lorean and his wife,
boyant auto executive model Cristina Ferrare, Robert J. Takesugi tenJohn Z. De Lorean, ac- held handls tightly as they tatively scheduled trial
cused of cocaine traffick- pushed their way through for Jan. 7 but De
ing in a transaction a mob of reporters and Loresn's attorneys said
videotaped by under- camera crews at the they would seek a later
By Abigail Van Buren
cover agents, say they courthouse. They did not date. Takasugi said he
plan to attack speak outside court.
would rule later on the re"outrageous conduct"
De Lorean's co- quest.
and entrapment by the defendants, William
FBI agents have said
government.
Morgan Hetrick, 50, and they videotaped De
De Lorean, 57, faces Stephen Lee Arrington, Lorean accepting
trial early next year on 14, were brought to the delivery of a package of
DEAR ABBY: In July 1980 you printed a fine article
the nine-count federal in- 2ourtroom in handcuffs cocaine at a Los Angeles
about "problem children." The Lancaster (Pa.) County
•••
dictment to which he from the Terminal Island hotel. Those and other
Association for Children and Adults with Learning Disabilities is now conducting an awareness campaign, and a
pleaded innocent Mon- federal prison. Hetrick's videotapes are expected
DEAR ABBY: Please add this suggestion to your annual
rerun of that letter would help us enormously. Thank you.
day. His attorneys said attorney asked the judge to be the cruxof the
fire prevention article: "And if a child is burned, contact
PAT DEMMY, ASSOCIATION SECRETARY
they will file motions to consider reducing his government's evidence
any Shriner."
We budget 881,460,000 for our three burn institutes to
alleging government $20 million bail, and a against De Lorean, who
DEAR PAT: Here's the letter
treat children up to the age of 18 free — regardless of race,
misconduct and entrap- hearing on the request allegedly discussed plancolor or creed.
rnent, probably before was scheduled for ned drug dealings with
DEAR ABBY: Eight years ago I wrote to you conPass this along, Abby.
the trial.
undercover FBI agents.
Wednesday.
cerning a problem we were having with our son who was
J. AUSTIN VINCENT,THOMASVILLE, GA.
De Lorean is accused of
Arrington, being held smassmommammamemeis
then in the third grade. His teacher told us he was having
financing a 824 million co- on 0250,000 bail, filed
difficulty keeping up with his class because he couldn't
•
DEAR J.A.V.: For years the Shriner. have been
•
caine distribution deal in papers saying he could
read..(She even hinted that he might be "slightly refamous for their crippled children's hospitals, but
tarded.") She said he was also a discipline problem and
what prosecutors said not afford an attorney
their burn treatment centers are relatively new. Any
she couldn't recommend him for the fourth grade.
was a desperate bid for and received a courtchild who has been disfigured by fire qualifies for
I wrote to you in desperation, and you suggested I write
cash as his car company appointed lawyer.
free treatment. Contact any Shriner.
to the Association for Children with Learning Disabilities.
failed.
De Lorean, accused of
I did, and want you to know that this organization has
• *•
Atto
rney
conspi
ring with Hetrick
Seth
helped us enormously. Our "problem child" is now a high
Hufstedler, who entered and Arrington to sell coschool senior who qualifies for college.
If you hate to write letters because you don't
the case Monday, told caine from South
Abby, please acquaint others with this wonderful group.
know what to say, send for Abby's complete booklet
reporters the government America, never glanced
Had it not been for you, we never would have known
on letter-writing. Send $2 and a long, stamped (37
had generated negative at them as they were arabout it.
cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby, Letter Book"prop
aganda" about De raigned. His attorneys
GRATEFUL IN ELIZABETH, N.J.
let, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
Lorean since his arrest never mentioned the coFraates Drake
Oct. 19 and "much of it is defendants.
FOR WEDNESDAY,
half-truths and much of it
"He will present a
NOVEMBER 10,1982
is downright false.
careful and complete what kw of day will
tomor.
"There is a procedure presentation of the facts row be?
To find out what the
More than one thouPreconference ac- Association Office
by
which
the
outrageous in this case at the time of stars say, read the foreca
of In- Washington, D.C., has ment, and
st
send librarians, Trustees tivities were to include
for new ap- conduct of the govern- trial," Hufstedler
said. given for your birth sign.
Snd Friends of Libraries workshops on "Spac tellectual Freedom; been involved in broad- proaches to divorce, ment can be
e
attacked, "And he is fully and firmfrom throughout Ken- Planning and Practical Richard Schmidt, legal cast journalism for 21 abortion reform, employ- and we intend
to do so," ly convinced on doing so, ARIES
counsel for the American years. He currently
tu c k y and eleven Design for Librarians;"
a fair-minded jury will Mar. 21 to
Society of Newspapers broadcasts daily radio ment and education for Hufstedler said.
Apr. 191 4r41
Southeastern states will "Librarians as Authors,"
4
women.
Hufstedler was one of find him innocent."
Editors; and Cal commentaries which
Social contacts are inare
be "Racing to Louisville" conducted by Dr. Michael
Alfred
Slote,
author
of
four
prominent attorneys
Attorney Joseph Ball, strurnental in advancing
Thomas, vice president of aired on over 300 radio
your
Nov. 10-13 for a con- Harris, editor of
sports fiction and science flanking the tall, silver- who has headed
communications for the stations across the U.S.
the De career. Investment matters
ference sponsored jointly Advances I
fiction
for
childr
en,
will
haired De Lorean as he Lorean defense since are favored. Inaugu
n Moral Majority, will be
The second general ses- address the third
rate sayby the Southeastern Librarianship; and
general appeared in court Mon- shortly after his arrest, ings progra
a the guest speakers of the sion on Thur
ms.
sday, session on Friday from day for the
flbrary Associaton and series of workshops on
first time said he expects a six- TAURUS
first General session.
November 11 from 3 to 5 noon to 2 p.m.
.the Kentucky Library "Online Services" which
since his release from week trial after a long I Apr. 2C to May 20)
Mrs. Krug, who also p.m., will feature
Association.
features a presentation serves as execut
Though you have every
ive three- feminist 'leader and
Conferees will attend on Wednesday, by Loene tor
reason to be happy about
of the Freedom to author Betty Friedan,
and participate in a full Trubkin, president of
romance, guard against fanRead Foundation, has who will talk on "The
FRANKFORT, Ky. five years.
range of workshops, Data Courier, Inc. of
won such awards as the Woman in Today's Pro- (AP)
dying the situation from tasizing. Close ties are lucky
seminars, displays, Louisville.
— Northern Ken- The University of KenRobet B. Downs Award fessional World."
the standpoint of attemp- for you.
tucky University's Chase tucky's studen
speeches and special
The conference will get for outstanding
ts
were
ting
to isolate those par- GEMINI
contri
buMs. Friedan was the College of Law has finishevents designed to bring f ully underway on
top-ra
nked
in
1978
and
tions to the cause of in- founder and first presi- ed
ticular factors we believe May 21 to June 20) 111119last among the state's Chase graduates were
*miry professionals up- Wednesday, with a full
se- we can act on in an effort Find ways to make office
tellectual freedom in dent of the National three
law schools in the
ts"-date with the latest calendar of programs
libraries.
to help our students im- space at home suitable to your
Organization for Women, percentage of students cond.
Sisues and resources that directed to specific
Prospe
ctive
attorn
eys'
Schmid
prove their per- needs. Redecorate or buy a
t,
a
partner in and one of the original with passing grades on
are of concern to the library professionals. Of
new file, typewriter or
knowl
edge
of
general formance," he said.
the law firm of Cohn and conveners of the National the
state bar exam.
meld. Conference ac- particular note are the
cCaAN
lculato
CERr.
legal principles and KenMarks in Washington, Women's Political
Acknowledging that the
The exam, given twice tucky law are
tivities, meetings and three General sessions
tested in bar scores are a "sore
D.C., specializes in corn- Caucus. She is presen
June 21 to July 22)
tly a year, must be passed by the two-day examin
displays will take place planned for the con0
ation. spot," Jones said there is
munications law. He is a Fellow at the John F. law-school
Charm
is
your
ally
principally at the Galt ference.
in
dealgradu
ates
The
annual passing not one factor "we can
the recipient of the Socie- Kennedy School of Social before
ing with others. Luncheon
they can be admit- rate of Chase gradua
House and Hyatt Recency
The opening general ty of Profes
tes
point to and say there's a dates have romantic oversional Jour- Change at Harvard ted to the state bar.
hotels and at the Com- session will address the
over the past five years definite correlation
nalists, Sigma Delta Chi University and is writin
bet- tones, but some misinformaChase graduates have has ranged from 60
monwealth Convention "First Amendment: The
g
per- ween this factor and tion is likely after dark.
First Amendment a book on aging
Center, which will serve Library's Role." Judith
in ranked better than last in cent to 88 perce
nt, those results. We suspect LEO
Award.
America. Ms. Friedan is the annual percentage of
a,s headquarters for the Krug, director of the
statistics from the state a whole milieu of
Thomas, who worked a leader in the fight
fac- (July 23 to Aug.22) 4/24:i
f
tt
for students passing the exconference.
American Library for NBC News
Home redecorating and
for the Equal Rights Amend- am only once in the last Board of Bar Examiners tors."
show.
He said a decision in shopping are favored. In
With passing graqdes the late 1970s to allow romance, keep your feet on
A MISDEMEANOR iS
A FELONY 15 A MORE
ranging from nearly 86 students greater freed the ground. Don't be so imA MINOR OFFENSE"
om
SERIOUS CRIME"
percent to 94.3 percent in choosing their
courses pressionable.
during the same period, was a factor. He
said, VIRGO
UK law graduates have however, that
many (Aug.23toSept. 22)
ranked first during four Chase graduates
take the This is a good time to conout of the five years.
Ohio bar exam and pass. tact others. Make important
In 1980, University of
Jones said that when business calls and write letters. Some happy news
Louisville graduates the same studen
ts turn highlights your
day.
ranked first, were second around and take the
Ken- LIBRA
41
three other years and last tucky exam, they"
L
... do Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) JILL"
—
in 1978. The U of L grads' not have a
substantial It's best to keep quiet about
passing rate has ranged amount of incent
/ NANCY'S IN
ive. It
I DIDN'T MEAN TO SCREAM-financial
from
almost 74 percent to doesn't really make that favorable
TROUBLE-- I'LL
developments. You'll hear
A MINNOW GOT STUCK BETWEEN
94.1 percent over the five much difference
whether from those who have trouble
RES
.
CUE HER
h/VY TOES
years.
they pass it or not."
keeping secrets.
William Jones, the
He said that changes in SCORPIO
Chase dean, called the the Chase curric
"• 7-17
ulum in- (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
\\
//
ranking of his grads"
clude more required Wonderful social oppor/—
certainly a point of con- courses and efforts
to im- tunities open up for you. Be
cern."
prove the writing abilities sure to accept invitations, as
"We ... have been stu- of students.
romantic introductions are
likely.
ArARK 445„cy.—
SAGITTARIUS
.0440
C)1962 UMW Fortino Syndicate Inc
(Nov. toDec. 21)
Some behind-the-scenes
(WERE,LETME
career
developments are to
NOW 11-1EY WON'T
WAVE THAT
your advantage. Enjoy sucMAKE 50FAUN NOISE
cess, but guard against
w)4Er4 You EAT
unreasonable aspirations.
TNEm
ACROSS
CAPRICORN
of Athena
3 Departs
(Dec.22toJan. 19)
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
1 Hail
4 Adored
Friends are your best adABBE MOO MU visers.
5 Recede
5 Sin
You'll receive invita8 Electrical unit 6 Exist
UMW OUOU BUD
tions to socialize or travel.
12 Bread spread 7 Supplicate
CUL
Unu
=
cUO
U
4
13 Female ruff
8 Certain
COMM UMOM Realistic thinking should be
•
4(4
14 Hebrew
•
the keynote after dark.
jockeys
OEM MU EIGLI
•
measure
9 Runs easily
MOW MOE= an AQUARIUS
•
15 Rug maker
10 Narrate
UM UV 1013 UDC (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
•
17 Take a
11 Three, in
CO
MUM= DUO Though career and investIP
chance
Spain
QUM
WV COOS ment opportunities are in
19 Washes
16 Slave
CUM =MOM
4
s
store for you today, do not
20 Secluded
18 Hebrew
MOW= MUM become involved financi
valleys
ally
month
BUT
WORK
IT
ED
BOW ULM CUM p
•
21 Novelist
22 Passageway
tli an
wiLsc
nunreliable friend.
ON MY LEGS!

'Problem'Child May Suffer
From Learning Disability

Your Individual
Horoscope

E_vkL

Friends of the library to gather in Louisville

Chase low in percentage of passing students

nte

Nov_,

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

z4:\

4

ff-

CATCH HIM
BRING HIM f34CK
TO Me
ALIVE!

Ferber
23 Hamlet. for
one
24 Fuel
26 Downy duck
28 Total
31 Three-toed
sloth
32 Yellow ocher
33 Symbol for
tellurium
34 Arid
36 Escapes
38 Soak
39 Buffalo's lake
41 Secure
43 Necklace
45 Scorches
48 Quadrupeds
50 Place for
worship
51 Competent
52 Time gone by
54 Bristle
55 Playthings
56 Old salt
57 Allowance tor
waste

DOWN
I Hood
2 Appellation

23 Erases, in
printing
24 Wander idly
25 Ventilage
27 Expire
29 Southwestem Indian
30 Encountered
35 Annually
36 Splendid
1

2

3

wU UUMU

37 Obi's cousin 46 Nerve net38 Harvester
work
40 Ascends
47 Narrow
42 Sumptuous
board
meal
49 Sink in the
43 Converse
middle
informally
50 Male swan
44 Tramp
53 Proceed

4

12

5 la 7

8

13

14

115

R

Wig•
INI

61

iii

22
215

10 11

iu
uuu
ao

uumua
19
21

9

JUUB
27

61
WWIUU

25j)0
33

U
II
'
41
42

3211

45 III
46 47
w
hi
11161 idUUUUR
WIllIAAU
III
kJi.0IU JIll

(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) )1(Q
'
Some plan a r.pecial holiday
with a loved one. You'll enjoy
success in legal and educational matters.. Watch
escapism after dinner.
YOU BORN TODAY are independent with much creative
ability. You have executive
ability and belong in a position
of leadership. Often you
choose a creative medium
through which to express your
originality. At times you can
get too intense,and will do better if you cultivate a lighter
touch. A sense of humor will
prove to be your best friend.
Music, painting, acting and
writing are fields in which
you'll have success. You're
also drawn to public service,
law, medicine, religion,
psychology and teaching. Barthdate of: Richard Burton, actor; Tommy Dorsey,
bandleader; and Jan
Vermeer,painter.
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Z.11
2.11alke

2. Nub

SPECIAL
SALE
Romigten 38.06 742
Womimantor
$225.00

wooers
WESTERN
STORE
Olympic pas
Ifs. 1-9 Daly
9-1 Sway

*vs S mattes? Cal
759-4444 few an iaspirationni ramp to
brigktme per gay.

amdra's

tape 759.-

4445.

Now Open. Flo's Flea
Market. Go 94 East to
Duncan's Grocery*
:turn
right, 5 miles. Phone
436-5894. Hrs. 9a.m.-5
p.m.

Capital
Gain.
line and again,
you've heard it said.
'To make money, you have
to have moue;
The truth is, you have to
know how to save money
before you can think about
making more.
• That's why more and
uaavare joining the
PlAyeleff10 Plan to buy

U.S. Savings 'Bonds That
way; a little a taken out of
molt paycheck watornaticsily.
In no time, youl have
enough Bonds for a new can
your child's education, even a
dream acation.
Whatever you save for.
Bonds are the safest, surest
way to gain capitaL

When
pi ;sort of your staLings
into S &mows &.d.von",v
nelpgroot to MAIM a brIghierfuture
for your country toad Pr yourself

M&G Complete Glass.
We install auto glass,
store fronts and insulated glass. We fix
storm windows, doors
and screens and cut
glass table tops,
mirrors and windows.
We also replace and
repair patio door glass.
Call 753-0180 or 753-2798.
816 Coldwater Road.

•

;23,500 2 to 3 acres
mini farm with several
mrt betiding: inclining
old store. House has
been newly remodeled. Call 753-6098
after 4:30.

1

FUCKS
DEEY
Jewelry Rep*:
Wadi repairs
Nees Woke
Chi repair

6.Help"Wel
HELP WANTED
Ksatecky Ikons.
amsgsminat peaks
wish C.L. szprimmo.
Camila of taking
dap of Optical
Dept. Braila asfidaneini. Sad ta P.O.
Bei 18401. NIVIVI/y,
By. 42071.

COVER GIRL MODEL
753-2835
TYPES (Over IC No
Experience Necessary
Free Training. Call
Diana Hansen at (219)
345-2000 or Write: Cover
Girls, Naked City, box
2000, Roselawn, In.
44372
sersosono uon ova
OIL'COMPANY
OPENING. Off shore
rigs. No experience
fteceeSarli. Start ire•
esimidditv. 1/15,000 -00/11
per year. For information, 312-920-9677, ext.
17741.
RN Nursing Service.
11-7 o'clock shift. Pay
Nolen,
$7 75 to $8.30 start,
See and
based on experience. 50
cents per hour shift
Kenneth
differential. Duties en•••••••••••evo compass assessing the
needs of each patient
Deer cold storage $1.50 and planning the nursper day. Murray Bait ing care to meet those
needs. Qualifications:
Co. 94 East
graduate of an accredited school of nursDELIVER
ing, licensed and
TELEPHONE BOOKS
currently registered as
FULL OR
a professional nurse in
Kentucky. Clinical exPART DAYS
perience required. Good
Man or Women over
physical and emotional
11 with automobiles
health. Contact Kenen.
are needed in Moray
thia Taylor, Marshall
and Agars. Delivery
County Hospital, 5271336.starts about
RN or LPN position
Samar 19. Sad
available. Part time for
awns, address, op,
the 3-11 shift, working
telephone nvenar,
Monday thru Friday
with every weekend off.
type of meta, inPersons interested
seams company and
should apply in person
boors available on •
at Care Inn, 4th and
Indiana, Mayfield, Ky
pest card to D.D.A.
or call 247-0200.
E Ties
INC., Box
Sincere Book Sales
Lodger & Times.
Agents wanted now!
•*As Egad theeriveify
Part-time or full. Do not
confuse with usual
worn-out offers. No
Come in and see
experience needed. Full
line
our complete
details send $1.00 to:
ELTJ, Unlimited, P.O.
and
Sof stock
Box 624, Dresden, Tenn.
ecustom-built
38225.
frames. We con
Wanted MSU piano
matte and frame
music student to teach
Elementary Diane inyour artvioik
my home. Home very
1111 CARTER STUDIO
close to campus within
753 8798
Oo own
walking distance. Well
rewarded. 753.4996.
5. Lost and Found
Wanted people with a
Found small brown and big desire to earn extra
white puppy in facility monthly income, no
of 17th and College gemmicks. Quitters
Terrace. 759-4846.
need not apply. Ages 18
to retirement. Send
6. Help Wanted
name, address, age and
phone no. to P.O. 192,
AN OHIO OIL CO
offers high income, plus Paris, Tenn. 3/1242.
cash bonuses, benefits
to mature person in
Murray area. Regardless of experience, write
P.L. Read, American
Secretary and
Lubricants Co., Box 696,
Soles help wanted.
Dayton, Ohio 45401.

Court Sewers Moe
ray

NWT
Ith
SW**
Ant Dixie
Neil,

You Won't Believe
The Bargains You
Can Find In Our
Classified
Section
The Murray
Ledger & Times 753-1916
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
The Murray Community Development
Agency, in accordance with the approved
Community Development Plan, is accepting proposals for the establishment of a
minority-owned business to locate on a
parcel of land owned by the Agency at
203 Maple Street. The land will be leased
to the business and become the property
of the minority-owned business at the
end of a three-year period.
Proposals should be submitted to the
Murray Community Development Agency,
City Hall, Murray, KY 42071. The Agency will not accept proposals after
November 30, 1982. For more information. call 759-1224.

IITS TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
Thu 15% increase that went in effect Oct.
-13111 for phone rental in Murray is jest me
oNre reason why you should owe per own.
Se get your Christmas orders ie mew aed
mks 31 appointment to have it installed
later. Also available wire, jacks, etc. So you
can do it yourself aud save that iostallatia
cost.

11.Ankles*Sole

!Lake'NomeSake

110 Wanted

For
Sale
- li

Machias

Raider.
753-11200

4.ReelEgo

11.11Ienelthil

WS7 Cloublo sip WI&
T brio aelroone. 1M
fireelace. WM-lb kit I PadresI Rom= 1 bash kIlee• with
chat. 3 0.011111111. cee
Olsidine1. 1.10 %Old. OW
bassanse
teal hest owl ieW. NAN
14we er1111114Ps. I OS
Real Maio
ossurno note 4741227
usable loan to
WNW* Cart Ia.
qeeliftod Weer. LOP
kit Rust plusit reg. M. A eved bodresen newly
Ilkeney, Isaftreki
Ournisomi. Shay Oaks
StUD RIALTY, 11)
Call 7599577 or 7134132
11181.
7114411
Antique Oak tab* and /Aebils Home Court
chairs. hutch $SW firm. cao lS3-131,
ern Ibis WWI
Vow
474-2227
Same MIN so. oN me
Four rooms of good
chino you wade ow
used nylon green car- Nice two bedroom
bops to NAIL %Mow to
pet, S75 Used courfler trailer near Murray. no
ivory didoll. A Ihelbe 11
top stove, hood and oven pets. Cell 480-3611
*Noe row wIlle leant
$25 Antique rocking Three bedroom Trailer
mad Roars awl bock to
8111e•Camt le Came
chair 140. 707 Fairtane Call 713-2211.
Bock lirodilocos. ole
%yen bee Ilieweehere
Dr., Murray.
with woodborsioo No
belekii %Mee Sem 1900
GE portable dillseel If is docerolod
1912 Celikeelei Ow/
hwasher with wood
with a professional
lesway e302i
grain top, like new.
rack Located moor the
(Sn)
7S34186
$100 759-1972.
shopping comber Pence
aspens
reduced to ULM. Coe
Moving, must sell
NA t. nom
KOPPERUO REALTY
piano, couch, 2 easy
ember
tor mews ineormation
chairs, wicker couch,
Unwed a beeeel
1531222
large braided rugs, 2

101S wider coot Sim
10. Bought now last
year.tn. 7134794

N.Nome Forankip

ftSeniess011wil
11 Surelcuallerel
Nen Nome sworgeo LII as 0.11.1101
ow& 17 eines Wows
iraporieroc•. ronsemar
Imo. fidERVadoi colecr•••
weet. repoert. beeuirol
heiewo naMermisce con
tst

Realty
-----

••41 wee h on veer
"TWO Tneefte. aran
1,10. Modal& comedies*
removal fewel more Calf
bOVER'S TREE
SERVICE t•r Pro
felisleftel tree care
MR MS

N.liselletaellee

Yamaha Champ
Moeds almost new,
old Coke machine in
good condition, coffee
table and end tables. Cast iron heating stove
,Call. 753-9261 after 4:30 will burn wood or Caul.
p.m.
Call 409-2140

/1 MissRatak

.1,1. Farm
Avery Tractor, good
shape. 489-2104.
For sale International
303 Combine. 753-8156.

22. Musical
Hammond Organ
Call 759-1319.

$375.

Exterminat

Keley's Termite

A Post Control
Phew 753-3914

dpiommumummig.Pom
24. Miscellaneous

Worsham
Stomp Spa
Far Rare
753-4758

Aph.For Rent
For rent Hamelot North
Apartments. Nice 2
bAdroom townhouses.
Appliances, central
heat. 1 bedroom apar
tment also available
753-7559pr 753-7550.
Mur-Cal Apts. 1 bed
room for handicap or
elderly, especially
equipped for wheel
chairs. Equal Oppor
tunity Housing. Phone
759-4904.
One bedroom, near
downtown Murray. 75.3
4109, 762 6650 or
436.2844.
One or 2 bedrooms,
available in middle of
November. Call Ern
bassy Apts. 753-1530
Two bedroom fur
rushed, available Nov
17 Days 753-8298 or
nights 753-6194.

33. Roomsfor Rent
Sleeping room, re
frigerator in hall, privZimate entrance
merman Apts., S 16th
St. 753-6409

34. Housesfor Rent awnesi
Four bedroom, formal
dining room, living
room, den, large kitchen, breakfast room,
2/
1
2 bath, utility room, 2
car garage, 4 acres.
2800 sq. ft 474-0038, if no
answer call back.
Or sale, farm house on 4
acre lot. 11 acres good
farm land. Southwest
Marshall County. 5271177.
Three bedroom house,
12 miles from Murray
on Hwy. 962, Hardin.
Call 606-251-3707.
Three bedroom, no pets.
Evenings 753.9261
Three bedroom brick,
lake front, fireplace,
also 2 bedroom brick,
Coleman Real Estate.
753-9t98.
Two bedroom lake
view, full basement,
deck and garage. $250
per month, 753-1492.
Two bedroom brick
with utility room,
range, refrigerator,
large shady, garden
spot. Married couples
only. References and
deRosit 492-8594.

X.Pets-Supplies
AKC German Shepherd
puppies 60 champions,
also guard dogs and
Registered Eskimo
Spitz. 502-554-2153.
Dog Obedience Protection Training and breed
showing classes Private instruction available. Mary Adelman,
436.MI.
Five year old Pointer,
S200.489-2643

Mits.

0-.

KO I I I D
se. 4222
I. I
This 17 acre tract is
a bargain, with a
mobile home hookcity water and
septic tank. All for
$12,000. Call on this
e today. KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222.

44. Lids for Sale
Corner lot in Kingwood
subdivision
Partial
owner financing at 10 in
terest Call 382-2762.

M. Homesfor Sale
11
/
2 Story stucco home in
city. 3 bedroom, dryer
hook-up and wall to wall
carpeting. Garage and
paved drive outside.
Priced to sell at $25,000.
Call Spann Realty As.
soc.753.7724.
Completed in "82". 3
1
2 bath,
bedroom, 1 /
ranch style home. New
carpet, refrigerator,
stove, a/c, drapes,
blinds, disposal and
wallpaper. Also utility
room, carport, and
wooden deck. $42,900.
1618 Oak Hill, 7534949.
HEY LOOK ME OVER,
LEND ME YOUR
EAR
Excellent
neighborhood...Close to
shopping center,
groceries, and restaurant. And I have spac
boys rooms and a flowing, easy floor plan
Cabinets and storage
galore .so, Look me
over by calling CEN
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors at 753 1492
This home Is located in
Circarama on a quiet
tree-lined street. With
easing of interests, we
have the financial
knowledge to make it
affordable for you.
LOVE OLDER
HOMES? Enjoy the
luxury of large size
rooms plus many builtIns with bright, cheerful
decor. New central gas
furnace plus garage
apartment for rental
income. Call 753-1492
today for your tour of
the property. Owner is
making this house af
fordable. He owns two
homes...his loss is your
gain. CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
See this beautifully
maintained older home
with over an acre lot
inside the city limits.
There are 4 bedrooms,
2/
1
2 baths, central gas
heat, fireplace, storage
space galore and a nice
screened patio KOP
PERUD REALTY, 753
1222.
Small house and lot,
also traitor, highest bid
753-5750.
Three bedroom on 2
acres, great for calves
and horses. 753-3992 or
753-6721 ask for David

41. Public Sale

Tari Sale
Tire port, yard see is speedos Wee el the nod.
Teri his at fade 111111e's
at.. at Wow,lid hone
is his, C.asts, dreams,
Worse, shcb, bey's Isms
shim, plows, sues
dee*, s.. I,se.
Wiles, wits sod Ms el bitweet* items. Reel
boreeles. 153-7858 or
753•8690.

3 Parking Spaces
For Rent
Located Downtown Murray,
$25.00 per month for ell *me.
Cal 753-1916 ask for Ted
Delaney.
Merrily Ledger & Timm

ClIrafTsaall twat 31
mos • cove Nwsolse
mama
laPiararT to
one obese ?Si4104

Min and Moll
db.
for d boon
NIP Plembilkok Sem
713-11173

IL Nab Now Isiah

6 hp. Briggs Stratton
engine with horizonal
Shift, excellent condition. 436-5.454.
Custom firewood all
hard wood $25 per rick
delivered. Call anytime
354-8590.
Firewood cut to order.
$30 per rick. Call
436-2292.
For Sale, like new, 4x8
lighted sign. $350. Call
753-1217.
Franklin fireplace
stove, excellent condition. Cheap. Call 4365644 or 436-5337 after 4
p.m.
-King,, automatic wood
heater, deluxe cabinet
with lift off cook surface
top. Brick lined fire box
with cast iron grates
and doors. $249.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Tn.
Maple Bunk beds, small
desk, 3 nearly new
Dymaglass tires, size F70
x 14, 3.50 engine from 1967
Olds. Call 75,3-3293 after 5
PM.
Maple trees-you dig and
plant $1 each, or I dig
and plant and guarantee for 1 year $S. each.
753-0035.
Oranges, grapefruits
and navel oranges to
Experience prefer- support the CCH Speech
Team. Contact Mark
red. Apply in per- Poole,
759-1866,
son no phone cells
Christmas delivery
good for gifts.
THAT'S IT GOLD
Sears walker exceriser
SILVER JEWELRY
with, odometer like
OLYMPIC PLAZA
new. Call after 5:30
p.m. 753-5957.
Seasoned fire wood, $30
per rick delivered. 75911. Instruction
1782.
Aerobic Dancing. Free Surplus jeeps, cars 'and
introductory classes boats. Many
styles for
Tues., Nov. 9 and Wed.,
under $50. For i n Nov. 10 at 5 p.m. Place: formation, call 312-931TAE KWON DO Center. 1961, ext. 1774-A.
Olive Blvd. MSU Campus. Call Karen, 759. Wood for sale. Delivered anytime. 4749980.
2274.
Guitar lessons. Have
experience and re- 27. Mobile Home Sales
ferences. 753-3686.
12x40, 1 bedroom, 2.5
miles from MSU cam
14. Want to Buy
pus, ideal for college
We buy aluminum be- couple, owner will finverage carts, Biro Re- ance with no interest.
cycling Center behind $500 down, $100 per
Pizza Hut, Fulton
month for 24 mos. Total
$2,900. 606 672-3479
15. Articles for Sale
17x60, 3 bedroom on a /
1
2
/
2 from 641
Baby Swing 0-Matic, acre lot 11
Bathinette, infant South on Tom Taylor
clothes and shoes, fuel Rd. Asking $7,500, call
oil stove, go-cart with after 6 p.m. 753-4512.
350 Honda motor, size 12 12x60 all electric, cenwedding dress, size 145 • tral air, storm windows
winter coat, size 8 or 9 partly furnished, pole
winter coat, car seat, and underpinning, one
old Singer sewing deck. Call 435-4141 or
machine. 435-4456.
382-2332 after Sp.m.
Belle 14 Howell camera 12x65 American '70
projector, and screen model, 11/2 baths, 3
with sound like new
Private
bedrooms
Uses Super 8 film
large lot with septic and
492-1462 or can be seen city water hook-up. Call
at Uncle Willie's Trad
after 4 p.m. 753-3635.
ing Post Midway.
14x70 three bedroom, 2
For sale Air Com- bath, underpinning, 200
pressors. Dill Electric, AMP service Odic all
753-9104.
electric. 437 4171.

14111

May Wide Auer 153-2218

31E"X la NA

Very nice stone fronted
home in city. Just right
for newlyweds or refired. 2 bedrooms, dryer
hook up, range and
utility room Outside is
large porch and
storage/workshop.
Priced low at $23,500.
Call Spann Realty Assoc 753 7721

FOR SALE
Newly rodocoretod
cable on water
front lot. Cypress
Iley wee an Ky.
Me. Completely
fereished with
new weed bends,
stove. Omer being transferred.
Price $16,500.
Call 753-3853
after 1:00 P.M.

'I? Honda CI 900
custom two tone red 12
Honda GL 1100 As
pedalo two Ion *vac
stereo and CS Both
bikes are about hire*
months old
have
around 7.000 miles
753 7232

EXTE RIOR
PAINT!NG
WA/I.PAF'E RING

753.3710

8.Wad Cars
1971 Datsun try(lt
callow condition 51.000
firm
436 5830 after 4
P r^
1973 Dodge Challenger.
489 2578
1973 Swag tattle, VW.
excellent condition $1,195
or best otter Call 719 1047
before S PM.
1973 Volkswagon
Square Brick, excellent
condition, low Mii4141/14.
11.191. 1-981 247-097.
1974 Caprice Classic in
new condition, 47,00(
actual miles. Tilt.
cruise, windows and
seats with new set of
Michelin tires. $2,300 or
-a offer Call 7530457
after 6 p.m
1174 Plymouth Fury Hi,
4 dr., cruise, power
windows. Power steer
ing, power brakes, AM
FM, air, good condition
75e4673, No. 03 Riviera
Cts. Ask for Billy.
1976 Chevrolet Monza,
good gas mileage
Evenings 753 9261
1977 Thunderbird, white
and red, power steer
Mg, power brakes, air,
AM FM stereo CAM
753.7157.
1979 VW Rabbit, air, 4
speed, good condition
S27-9232.
Chevrolet pickup truck
1977 model 4 wheel
drive with air and
hookup for trailer 753
3076

WIT irirrhilni1 9 stee
make

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR
IS years ex
per ienc e
Carpentry.
pl um bing,
concrete
roofing, sliding
NO
JOG TO SMALL Pre,
estimates Days 474
3359. nightS 471 7274
M,00R SANDING
AND RNISININI
211 years szparismea.
Shined Hears an
spockatv.
DONAU
ROOS CO
334-4127

11111%•MOOts

AAA Caste.
Med,Cabinets
bookcases, Netrhos, Carlo
Cabinets etc.
Rosoonselo
4364566
We

buy

lit

and

Ind

mortgages

411 a 41164/6.01
from ,offivrau•111 an/
Cf11040
Comoan.es
Tt,q,fl Sol Air Center
William Cole A888111/16

753 5573

Get car Or truck ready /11b dna carpets,
for winter
Have it
wham's, also Man
buffed Or Waxed 753
and ass lord weed
7157 Will pick up
floors. Satisfaction
preantad.

Iootin AS

Typos, 15
Tom's osmium, 811
week parantood. Dan
VAlkonon, 489-2580
or 345-2402.

Will do plumbing
heating, carpentry. pain
ling and roofing. Call 753

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING
SERVICE

win do repair on home
and car stereo and
portables Call 713 en
Will rake yards 751
130
Will rake leaves 753
)111

sing a sill affecting
typarritiir
and waked
raascrIklag Led

immaz
1-382-2203
Guttering by Sears
Sears continuous gut
tars installed for your
Cali
specifications
Sears 753 2310 tor free
estimate

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE
We do any typo
of Awning.
474-1131

Si. Campers
1973 Dodos Tioga motor
home 20ft sleeps 6
completely self
contained Needs motor
work
$4000 or best
offer Call 436 5510

52. Boats-Motors

wet

dry
work completely
Call of
guaranteed
write *organ Car(
%inaction Co RN 1 boo
409 A. Paducah K
43001 or call 1 647

SO. Used Trucks
1967 Chevrolet Pickup.
V
standard, long WI.
good shape 436 5806
1976 Dodge Tradesman
300 Van, lid ton, heavy
duty rear end, 318
engine, 71,000 miles,
partially customized.
good condition Sears
18,000 BTU air con
ditioner, 150 gal gas
tank with pump. Call
after 4 p.m. 49$.11952.
1900 G.M.C. Pickup 6
cylinder, straight shift
with 34,000 milts. 1-4,700
Call 753 0457 after 6
P-m•
1912 Dodge Ram Pickup
Call 753-5573.

753-5297

Da.

* Y*68 11.• .44.••• *

p.

nil.

leielemonner
Smiles*
Ns Pie tos large or tea
swat At year Psis
or sore. Mk or Alm.
Fe, Sala 1979 Yanks
Trill Wks, 175. AM..
large sepply of
valises sits nab.
Csatscl Merrily
Livestock A freest
Sala.

Nay, 94 East.
753-5334

Will sharpen hand saws.
circular saws, and
chain saws 7531014

16 Ft Cobalt, 140 hp
I/O, very nice. 753 3197
Or 759-1101.
1978 Hydro-Sport Bass
Boat with motor and
trailer $1,700. Call 753
2330.

53. Services Offered
Smits ta
ml art sang.
testis Iris work
larestis. Call Will El

Ii,MAN

NO1851 FOR SALE
Located 44 mile from lake Partially
Completed 2 bedroom home ready to
complete as you want. Owner must sell
and will finance. Call 7501405.

Safer*, Nev. 13 at 10:00 a.m.
in

Borwood Vista, we Sawa/ Vista Drive, 11
massage of Marra, By.,a Nighway 280. From
Many p east 2 miles an Nay. 94, twn rips on
2110.

an sea Mao Pormoi Kama
The ham la m's IT. II 114 avoo068 bat moods mai repairs
water emosetile ho ekes* ps61. ratio gram . 0/ so•lin
ewer to.Sift Weemsfer
Tomo:
dew; belsaak.ea* solla deed

Fence sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs

Poem'Prow*
•
mloiebeisto.. IT I: it. 2 bedroom& turuishool.
.I
deo* haat
be aro at kw Ike s7 Hair's Came. IMO cal
IT If OWNIT):1) wag D.......1 IS
daairr Eland Is
swims me la Demme
We of moo& Moe vie ....He
lieeeeemieemPwaileat Property
br
teak -deo Art
- 2 licyclos •86 Isorry
22 bolt 6418881
toile rohigoorolor Wont* semi tablas ,
hoiro • row lull
-7
of lid Maas mil pot cares
unialgla am.• *118*/* la** •
ad flaw lam
CM=
.
IOW L Wyss - 6111rrooldlo Warm I Waarp7pap
Lalrorty kral dims Irian alarm NM dime I river Milan
-

ROOF
PROSUA1S?
used a wad -Moat 'gild.," or
Iseldsatiol. local
redsranmes. Csi N.
Oallemi, 759-1718 or
753-8076.

Sole By Themes White & Seas
Realty
liettewe, Keertochy
Utiles

5 Auctioneers: Todd, C_ctsh Grody Kim & Thomas

Office 355-7251
Night 355-7088
Plum Money, Ky., 753-5750
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Residents in violation of forest fire lows up
Mrs. Faughn
dies; mother
Murray man
Mrs. Grace Prince
Faughn, 86, Detroit,
Mich., died Sunday at a
rest home at Mt.
Clemens, Mich. She was
the widow of Speer
Faughn and the daughter
of the late John Prince
and Rose Bright Prince.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Imogene
Henderson, Phoenix,
Ariz.; two sons, Col. John
Holloway Faughn, Murray, and Harold Prince
Faughn, Warren, Mich.
Also surviving are 10
grandchildren, eight
great-grandchildren and
one great-greatgrandchild.
The funeral will be
Thursday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Linn Funeral
Home, Benton. Burial
will follow in Maple Springs Cemetery in Marshall County.
Friends may call from
2 to 9 p.m. Wednesday at
the funeral home.

Hunter is reported
satisfactory today
BURLINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - A Barbourville
deer hunter was reported
in satisfactory condition
at a hospital following a
weekend firearms accident while camping on a
farm.
John Klette, 31, was
shot in the left thigh when
a rifle accidentally fired
through the door of a
camper, according to
Capt. Don Stamper,
Boone County Felony
Squad.

Dentist files 1,062
bogus documents
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - A Jefferson
County grand jury has indicted Dr. P.R. Williams,
a Louisville dentist, for
allegedly filing 1,062
fraudulent Medicaid
claims for dental services
never rendered to patients, according to Attorney General Steven L.
Beshear.
The state Medicaid program paid Williams
$77,357 as a result of the
claims, Beshear said
Monday.
Beshear said the indictment was the 15th obtained by his office's
medicaid fraud control
unit since it began grand
jury proceedings in
Medicaid fraud cases in
September 1980.

Edward Laity, left, from The Salvation Army,
Louisville, and Groover Parker, member of the local Salvation Army committee, collected donations for work of the unit in Murray and Calloway County.
Any person or business desiring to donate to the fund used to help needy parsons
may mail contributions to Wilma Billington, treasurer, The Salvation Army
Committee,Box MO,Murray,Ky.42071.

Inmate labor provided v)tetet
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)- State Corrections
Secretary George Wilson
says his department has
provided more than
$830,000 worth of inmate
labor to state and local
governments in fiscal
1982.
Services valued at
more than $106,000 were
performed by residents of
the minimum-security
Bell County Forestry
Camp in the form of
maintenance work for the
city of Pineville and the
Department of Parks and
fire fighting in eastern
Kentucky in cooperation
with the Division of
Forestry.
Blackburn Correctional
Complex inmates contributed $84,000 worth of
maintenance services to
the Kentucky Horse Park
and Spindletop Hall in
Lexington, and the
Frankfort Career
Development Center provided inmate labor
valued at $226,000 to 16
state agencies.
Residents of the Kentucky Correctional Institution for Women at
Pewee Valley held posi-

tions in occupational
therapy, nurses aide
training and
maintenance at Central
State Hospital, and others
were assigned to maintain the grounds at the
University of Louisville's
Shelby Campus, services
valued at more than
$20,000.

Man pleads
guilty; drug
trafficking
COVINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - James Parrott,
38, brother of the former
city commission candidate, has pleaded guilty
to trafficking in a controlled substance.
Judge James Gilliece,
Kenton Circuit Court, set
sentencing for Dec. 13.
Neace told Parrott he
could face a 5-10 year
prison sentence.
Parrott's brother, Gary
Parrott, 36, is serving a
20-year term for the
murder of Judith Dennis.
Gary Parrott was an unsuccessful candidate for
the Covington City Commission.

10.9%AO/ A.P.R.
ON NEW
1982 MODELS
LIMITED TIME
Author and Composer of

boort
Amok
=Om
U.S. Magee
%WI
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LAY-AWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
(3

HELP!is here

4

Keep it in your car or trunk
for emergencies.

GE CONTINUOUS CLEANING
VBSATION" COUNTSTOP OVEN
(CTO1NS)
• It bakes,broils,

Full power. 40 Channel 2-way Citizens
Band Radio System comes complete
with magnetic antenna, cigarette
lighter adapter Transceiver unit and
rugged case Easy to install and operate for
emergencies or road information Compact unit
can be easily kept hidden
but handy- like
emergency flares Antenna is visible only

4
44
4
4

and toasts up to
6 slices of most
breads.

Continuous
clean coating on
Interior oven
wails disperses
•

and partially
absorbs spatters

when system Sir) use

Reg. 729.00 Now

Reg. 109.95

3.5900
10 only

GE brings good things to life.

$99"

clean.

Portable Audio Music
System
GE.We bring
good things
to life.

• Slices,
chops, shreds,
grates,
crumbs, mixes
yeast bread
dough.
Includes 5speed blender
attachment.

4

keeping the oven
presentably

$79s

3-5267
Silver Color

AM/FM
Stereo Cassett
with component features
and detachable speakers. Powerful 5 watts per
channel amplifier (impedance: 4 Ohms, powerband
150-15,000 Hz, rated distortion: 10%). Features, Dolby'
Noise Reduction, metal tape switch, Reg. 299.95
and MLS-3 Music Location System.
Perfect in the home.
Now $249
"

Reg. 99.95

WE SERVICE G. E. SMALL APPLIANCES

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
712 E
II

MAIN

HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS OWNERS 75 3

s 0 tpl till 110 101 191 105 liso 10110o Isso liso 115110110 101

LAYAWAYS
AVAILABLE

661111

1 586

ip 1

ft1la 1

BEL-AIR DECOR
Fc-3

1" Mini Blinds 30-40% Off
Woven Woods 40-50% on

and many other gospel
songs will perform

A Concert In Song
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, November 10

Calvary Temple
Highway 647, South, Murray
For More Information Call
435-4331 or 753-3975

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
P R
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BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
PHONE 753-3642

ee

Parer

Livestock market
LOtlISVILLE, lEy(AP USDA I
Itibmagad nempta cattle awl canes
00. eiredleer *son sad belers
owleolod. rem starly; MI5 Moe* lo

P. O. BOX 148 • PHONE 753-2617
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

Prices furnished by First
of Michigan, Woodman
Bldg.

ouvoil

1 ill

WAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET.INC

"Sweet, Sweet
and Spirit"

11% she
Addend
SI 46
American Telephone
Mole
Chrysler
11% 46
444
Depart
Ford
SI% +4
GA?13+4
General Dynamics
11I% +1%
General Meters
IS% +4
General Tire
0% +4
Goodrich
21.4 +4
Goodyear
n%

such law

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

Sale 581 95

BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. (AP) - Finance officials at Western Kentucky University say the
school has been doing a
good job of holding down
its spending.
A report released Monday by the board of
regents' finance committee showed *It WKU
spent 12 to 13 percent less
on inventory in fiscal
year 1981-82 than it did in
1981.
But that news brought a
warning from the accounting firm who helped
prepare the report.
Spencer Coats of James
R. Meany and Associates
of Bowling Green said
WKU could fall behind
other regional universities if it trims its spending further.

Air Produce
Amencan Menri

peesities for

2/PE'

Hog market

Doris Akers

Industnal Averaxe

General Assensbly

substantially ineressed via:stints.

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.

Western University
controls spending

Stock market

FRANKFORT, Ky. said.
He noted that the last
(AP) - Forest fire law
violations in Kentucky
THH:
mince Oct. I have resulted
be the issuance of 114 citations, according to state
forestry officials.
"During October, the
first month of the fall fire
season, we issued 76 citations for violations of ederal-Srata Market News Service
forest-fire laws," said 5-I,INS
Lugaelp Nahum Ana liag Martel
Donald A. Hamm, Report kooks111.0aglikerres
forestry division director. fletedls. Act 411110.aesimin S Gas
IA Yew
Met compared to 36 dur- Aikok Sees 1.1111.11 Meer ram IA
03.26026
ing the same period last ItS 1-2121141010
US 141.1111116
162.***
yea:.
US 2ns.so
02.15.111 71
01 MtId
"In areas where a US 3-3 1/AVIIIK
Sews
vigorous law - US 14=AS
11111.11141.18
334-04.26
enforcement campaign US I-2714810
U81.34610la
10.04.5
has been conducted, we US 14 Mil
$11.6141.111
have seen a sharp reduc- arm &le
US 2.3/8146 Os
1143.046.0
tion in the numbers of
fires occurring," Hamm

78 Chevrolet Bluer

Delmar-Kirsh

Sale Ends Nov. 30th

50%
Ott our Designer
Woven Woods

Choose from 45
patterns in the
Tapestry and
Supernatural II
collections

Special Order Wallpaper Books
30% Off
18 Books
To Choose From

4-wheel drive, brown, white hard top, one
owner, local new truck trade-in, white letter
tires, 3-speed, tilt, AM-FM 8-track 62,xxx
miles, air.

Hurry While There Is Still Time

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

Sale Ends Nov. 30th

753-2617
641 S. Murray
CarnAre

Impala

cheuette

11

